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ABSTRACT
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved significant success in many applications,
such as computer vision, natural language processing, robots, and self-driving cars.
With the growing demand for more complex real-world applications, more complicated neural networks have been proposed. However, high capacity models result in
two major problems: long training times and high inference delays, making the neural networks hard to train and infeasible to deploy for time-intensive applications or
resource-limited devices. In this work, we propose multiple techniques to accelerate
the training and inference speed as well as model performance
The first technique we study is model parallelization on generative adversarial
networks (GANs). Multiple orthogonal generators with shared memory are employed
to capture the whole data distribution space. This method can not only improve the
model performance but also alleviate the mode collapse problem that is common in
GANs. The second technique we investigate is the automatic network pruning. To
reduce the floating-point operations (FLOPs) to a proper level without compromising accuracy, we propose a better generalized and easy-to-use pruning method, which
prunes the network through optimizing a set of trainable auxiliary parameters instead
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of original weights. Weakly coupled gradient update rules are proposed to keep consistency with pruning tasks. The third technique is to remove the redundancy of the
complicated model based on the need of applications. We treat the chemical reaction
prediction as a translation problem and apply a low capacity neuron translation model
to this problem. The fourth technique is to combine distillation with Differentiable
Architecture Search to stabilize and improve the searching procedure. Intermediate
results as well as the output logits are transferred from the teacher network to the
student network. For the application of the speedup technique, we introduce neural
network pruning into Materials Genomics. We propose attention based AutoPrune
for the kernel pruning of a continuous filtering neural network for molecular property
prediction and achieves better performance and more compact size.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved a significant success in many applications, ranging from image classification [35] and object detection [69] to self driving [55] and machine translation [85]. However, most of the neural net model is very
complicated in terms of the structure as well as the computation cost. For example,
a standard ResNet-101, which is widely used in most computer vision tasks, will consume 156.44 ms for inference with image size of 224 x 224 on a NVIDIA GTX 1080
GPU, and a widely used mask-rcnn model for object detection requires at least 200ms
for single image inference. The inference speed is much slower comparing to the real
world application which requires the inference time to be lower than 33ms to achieve
30 frame per second(FPS). Moreover, since the computation power of a mobile phone
is at least one fifth lower than that on a graphics processing unit(GPU), and the computation memory on a mobile phone is also limited to 2GB compared to the 16GB
1

for a single GPU, the inference speed will be much slower. As a consequence, the
computationally expensive and memory intensive properties of DNNs prevent their
direct deployment to devices such as mobile phones and auto-driving cars. To overcome these challenges, learning compressed light-weight DNNs has attracted growing
research attention [34, 17, 109].
Several techniques are investigated for to accelerate the inference time as well
as the training time of neural networks, such as paralellization, network pruning,
quantization, compact architecture designed by human or machine, etc. In this dissertation, we will explore model parallelizaton, neuron network pruning, and compact
architecture design to improve the speed of the neural network training and inference.
In the context of neural network models, parallelism has been proposed mostly on
speeding up the training procedure. The method we propose in this work can not only
improve the model performance but also alleviate the mode collapse problem that is
common in GANs. In the GAN model, we employ multiple generators to capture
the whole data distribution space. These generators are orthogonal in that they
capture different parts of the data. A common shared memory is designed to store
intermediate results that can be accessed by all the generators and the discriminator.
We also design a heuristic balancing term to synchronize the training of multiple
generators.
The second technique we investigate is the automatic network pruning. In order to deploy complex neural networks to resource-limited devices such as mobile
phones, self-driving cars, and edge computing devices, the floating-point operations
(FLOPs) need to be reduced to a proper level without compromising accuracy. To
tackle this problem, we propose a better generalized and easy-to-use pruning method,
which prunes the network through optimizing a set of trainable auxiliary parameters
2

instead of original weights. The instability and noise during training on auxiliary parameters will not directly affect weight values, which makes the pruning process more
robust to noise and less sensitive to hyperparameters. Moreover, we design weakly
coupled gradient update rules for auxiliary parameters to keep them consistent with
pruning tasks. Our method can automatically eliminate network redundancy with recoverability, relieving the complicated prior knowledge required to design thresholding
functions, and reducing the time for trial and error.
The third technique is to remove the redundancy of the complicated model based
on the need of applications. We treat the chemical reaction prediction problem as
a translation problem and apply the neuron translation model to solve it. However,
the high model capacity of traditional transformer making it impossible to directly
transfer to the small chemical reaction dataset. We reduce the complexity by removing
the keys and queries while only keep the critical part of the self-attention. The
overfitting problem is alleviated with the reduction of the model capacity, and the
train and inference speed is increased accordingly. Moreover, the attention heatmap
indicates importance of atoms in the reaction procedure and provides interpretability
to the model.
The fourth technique we introduce is using neural architecture search to find
compact and efficient network structures. We propose to combine the trending neural architecture search algorithms with the efficient model compression technique
- knowledge distillation to generate compact, reliable, and efficient neural network
structures. Intermediate knowledge is transferred from the teacher network to the
student model, which solve the greedy problem of the gradient based searching. The
searched structure achieves state-of-art accuracy on the popular ImageNet dataset.
Moreover, we apply model compression on a state-of-art molecular property pre3

diction model. We propose to employ different neural network pruning techniques to
reduce the model complexity of the deep models while maintaining the accuracy of
the models. We compare magnitude-based pruning, sensitivity based pruning, and
gradient-based pruning for the molecular property prediction. Moreover, we propose
attention factors for both the convolution kernels and the pruning architecture parameters. The results show the effectiveness of our method. We achieve the best
accuracy on the same sparsity level comparing to other models.

1.2

Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce and evaluate the
first technique ”Parallel Generative Adversarial Network”. In Chapter 3, automatic
neural network pruning is discussed and illustrated. In Chapter 4, we explain the
details of designing compact network structure for predicting chemical reactions. In
Chapter 5 neural architecture search with distillation is proposed and justified. In
Chapter 6, the application - model compression for molecular property prediction is
introduced.

1.3

Publications

Conference papers that are accepted and published with primary authorship include:
1. X. Xiao, C. Shang, J. Bi and S. Rajasekaran, “Predicting Outcomes of Chemical Reactions: A Seq2Seq Approach with Multi-view Attention and Edge Embedding,” 2020 International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN).

4

IEEE, pp. 1-8, 2020.
2. X. Xiao, Z. Wang, and S. Rajasekaran, “AutoPrune: Automatic Network
Pruning by Regularizing Auxiliary Parameters,” Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS), pp. 13681–13691, 2019.
3. X. Xiao and S. Rajasekaran, “PMGAN: Paralleled Mix-Generator Generative
Adversarial Networks with Balance Control,” International Conference on Artificial Neural Networks (ICANN), pp. 414–424, 2018.
Currently submitted conference papers with primary authorship include:
1. X. Xiao and S. Rajasekaran, “Neural Network Pruning for Molecular Property Prediction,” submitted to SIAM International Conference on Data Mining
(SDM), 2020.
2. X. Xiao, M. Chen, X. Liu, S. Rajasekaran, “Knowledge Distillation for Efficient
Neuron Architecture Search,” preprint, 2020.
Conference papers that are accepted and published with co-authorship include:
1. Z. Wang, X. Xiao and S. Rajasekaran, “Novel and Efficient Randomized Algorithms for Feature Selection,” IEEE Big Data Mining and Analytics, vol.3,
no.3, 2020.
2. F. Dou, J. Lu, Z. Wang, X. Xiao, J. Bi, C-H Huang, “Top-Down Indoor
Localization with Wi-Fi Fingerprints Using Deep Q-Network,” IEEE 15th International Conference on Mobile Ad Hoc and Sensor Systems, pp. 166–174,
2018.

5

Currently submitted journal papers with co-authorship include:
1. W. Li, Z. Wang, X. Xiao, Z. Zhang, A. Janotti, S. Rajasekaran, and B.
Medasani, “Predicting band gaps and band-edge positions of oxide perovskites
using DFT and machine learning,” submitted to npj Computational Materials,
2020.

6

Chapter 2
Parallel Generative Adversarial
Network

2.1

Introduction

Generative Adversarial Networks were proposed by [28], where two neural networks,
generator and discriminator, are trained to play a minimax game. The generator is
trained to fool the discriminator while the discriminator is trained to distinguish fake
data from real data. When Nash Equilibrium is reached, generated distribution PG
will be identical to the real distribution Preal . Unlike Restricted Boltzmann Machine
or Variational Auto-encoder that explicitly approximate data distribution, the approximation of GAN is implicit[27]. Training GAN is challenging on gradient vanish
[2], missing mode[10][84][58][62][72], mode collapse [27][3], equilibrium [5][4], etc.
Recently, authors in [4][38] use a set of generators to replace the single, complex
generator. Each generator only captures a part of the real distribution, while the

7

distance between the mix-generated distribution and the real distribution should be
minimized. An new classifier is added to separate each pair of generators. The
generated image obtained the highest score(Inception Score about 15% better than
the average of the second and third competitor). Note that the overlapping penalty
from the classifier and unrealistic penalty form the discriminator may conflict during
training. More specifically, we observe two problems in practice: (1) competition:
multiple generators try to capture one mode, but are hampered by a strict boundary.
This happens when the total number of generators K is greater than the actual
number of modes of Preal . (2) One beats all: One or a few of the generators are
too strong to capture all the modes, while the other generators are forced to move
away from the data distribution since the penalty of classifier is stronger than the
penalty of discriminator. Our work solve the unbalance problems and parallelize the
multi-generator model.
Our idea is to dynamically balance between two penalties, based on the stage
where each generator stands. To control this competition, we propose a balance term
β, where all the training information from all the generators are collected, the current
progress of each generator is evaluated, and the decision is made based on the overall
stage of all the generators. To further improve and speed up the model, we propose a
reverse KL divergence loss function instead of JS Divergence as the generator loss, to
embrace the mode collapse and reduce the generator’s ability to capture all the modes.
Moreover, our model can allow parallelized training among generators, with synchronized or asynchronized updated for the discriminator, which significantly reduces the
training time. Another advantage of our parallelization framework is robustness and
extensibility. Increasing or decreasing several machines will not hamper the training
process. The framework can dynamically adapt to the change. And experiment re8

sults show that our model can solve the missing mode problem and generate diverse
images by adding generators into the model.

2.2

Related Work

Recently, many researchers have started focusing on designing mixture of generator
to beat disctiminator. [64] train different generator to capture different granularity
of the image, to generate a high resolution image. [90] uses the idea of Adaboost
[22], where the weight of the misclassified data is increased, and the final model is
a mixture of all the weak learners trained in previous steps. [4] propose an mixture
model where multiple generators are trained to play against the discriminator. Given
enough number and complexity of generators, a Nash Equilibrium can also be achieved
and the discriminator tends to lose the game. [38] follows this idea and achieve the
state of art of generated quality(inception score). However, these two methods suffer
from the imbalanced and competition problem mentioned in previous section. Our
method extend this idea. Given enough generators, with balance control, all the
modes will be captured and the mixed generators can finally win.
To understand and solve the missing mode problem, [2] proofs that proxy loss
function contains reverse Kullback Leibler divergence(KL divergence) [63] term, which
is tend to capture a single or few modes of Pdata , while ignoring the other modes. [10]
claim that the imbalance data points for different modes may cause the missing mode
problem. The generation manifold tends to move to modes with dominated data
points while ignore modes with only few data points. [10] propose to use autoencoder
to map the data points back to prior distribution z, and generator sampled from the

9

mapped distribution prior instead of a simple Gaussian. The paper also introduce
an evaluation metric to measure both generated quality and missing mode problem,
which is not highlighted in tradition Inception Score measurement [72]. [58] propose
unrolled GAN, where copies of the discriminators are made, and back-propagation is
done through all of the discriminators, while the generator is updated based on the
gradient update of those discriminators. [19] propose a multi-discriminator model,
where weak discriminators are trained using parts of the data, and the gradients from
all the discriminators are passed to the generator. [84] used another reconstructor
network to learn the reverse mapping from generated distribution to prior noise. If
the support of the mapped distribution is aggregated to a small portion, then the
missing mode problem is detected. [62] propose a dual discriminator model where
KL and reverse KL divergence are controlled by two discriminators. And the weight
between the two discriminators are controlled by neural network.

2.3

Method

The original generative adversarial networks is first proposed by [28], and can be
formulated as a minimax game between a discriminator D and a generator G, where
the loss function can be defined as:
JθDD =x∼Pdata [log D(x)] +z∼pz (z) [log(1 − D(G(z)))]
JθGG =z∼pz (z) [log(D(G(z)))]
θG = arg min max JθDD
θG

θD

10

(2.1)

t−1
htv =σ(W · (M EAN ({ht−1
v } ∪ {hu , ∀u ∈ Nu })

(2.2)

||M EAN ({evu , ∀u ∈ Nu })))
For the generator, the optimal discriminator at each step is D∗ =

Pdata
.
Pdata +Pg

When

convergence is reached, we can obtain Pg = Pdata . The procedure is equivalent to
minimize the Jensen Shannon Divergence JSD(Pg ||Pdata ). As is discussed in [2], the
zero sum loss results in gradient vanish problem where generator can learn nothing
since the gradient is zero. Thus heuristic/proxy loss for the generator G is proposed.
As is proved in [2], the gradient of the heuristic loss is equivalent to the gradient
∇θG [KL(Pg ||Pdata ) + JSD(Pg ||Pdata )].

2.3.1

Loss Functions

In our work, we design a multi-player game by dividing one generator into K generators, and adding an extra classifier to the original minimax game. The loss function
for each single generator is:
J D (G, D) =x∼Pdata [log D(x)] +x∼PG [log(1 − D(x))]
J C (G, C) =x∼Pg−k [log C(x)] +x∼Pgk [log(1 − C(x))]

(2.3)

J Gk (Gk , C, D) =x∼Pgk [1 + log D(x) − log(1 − D(x))]
− βkx∼Pgk [log(1 − C(x))]
Since that the loss function J Gk (Gk , C, D) is not bounded. We need to truncate
J Gk if D > t to avoid the gradient explosion problem, where t is a threshold value.
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The goal is to solve the multi-player minimax game. If we take a closer look at
the loss functions, we will notice that: (1) The discriminator loss J D is nothing
but the loss from the original GAN paper, which minimizes the Jensen-Shannon
Divergence (JSD) between the mixture of generators and Preal . (2) the classifier
loss J C is actually another discriminator that treats G−k as real samples, Gk as
fake samples, and separates each generator Gk from all the other generators G−k
maximizing JSD(Gk ||G−k ). The output of the classifier C is a softmax layer with
size K (3) each generator is trained according to the gradient provided by both the
discriminator D and a weighted classifier C.
We can show that the distance we are minimizing is DKL (Pgk ||Pdata ) and −DJSD (Pgk ||Pg−k ).
From [28], the optimal discriminator given current generator G has a close form
∗
DG
=

Pdata (x)
.
Pdata (x)+Pg (x)

Since the loss function of C is fairly close to D, we can obtain

the optimal C given that the current G is CG∗ =

PG−k (x)
PG−k +Pg (x)

. Next, we will analyze

the loss of the generator when we fix D = D∗ and C = C ∗ .
Given optimal D∗ and C ∗ , minimizing the loss for generator in equation 2.3 is
equivalent to minimizing:

D(Pgk , Pdata , Pg−k ) = DKL (Pgk ||Pdata ) − βDJSD (Pgk ||Pg−k )

Proof. We first show that minimizing the first term is equivalent to minimizing
DKL (Pgk ||Pdata ). If we take the partial derivative of the reverse KL divergence:
∂
∂
DKL (Pgk (θ)||Pdata ) =
∂θ
∂θ
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Z
Pgk (θ) log

Pgk (θ)
dx.
Pdata

We can use Leibniz integral rule to switch integral and derivative, if assume that the
function inside the integral satisfies: 1. continuity, 2. continuous derivative, and 3.
limx→∞ f (x) = 0. We obtain:
∂
DKL (Pgk (θ)||Pdata ) =
∂θ

Z

∂Pgk (θ)
∂Pgk (θ)
Pg k
log
+ Pgk
dx.
∂θ
Pdata
∂θ

Substitute D with optimal D∗ , J Gk (Gk , C, D) can also be rewritten as:
J Gk (Gk , C, D∗ ) =x∼PG [1 + log(
∂
=
∂θ

Z

Pg k
log
Pg (θ) + Pgk (θ) dx =
Pdata k

1 − D∗
Pg (θ)
)] =x∼PG [1 + log k ]
∗
D
Pdata

Z
log

∂ log Pgk (θ)
Pgk ∂Pgk (θ)
+ Pg k
dx,
Pdata ∂θ
∂θ

which is equivalent to the gradient of the reverse KL divergence. Note that we assume
that

Pgk
Pdata

is a constant when optimal D∗ is obtained. The second term in the generator

loss is the same as the zero-sum loss, which is equivalent to minimizing the Jensen
Shannon Divergence DJSD (Pgk ||Pg−k ).

2.3.2

The Balance Term

For the lost function in previous section, both discriminator and classifier provide
gradient to generator, i.e. the unrealistic error and overlapping error. Note that the
two directions may conflict in practical. Based on the information gathered from all
the other generators, one should decide whether to focus on minimizing unrealistic
error, or overlapping error. The information includes: how the generator k performs
against all the other generators; how the generator k performs against ideal generator;
and how much overlap is detected by classifier C. We define those three terms as
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relative performance w , absolute bias d, and absolute overlap c for generator k,
assuming the total number of generator is K:
exp JkD
w k = PK
, dk = σ(JkD ), ck = JkC
D
k exp Jk

(2.4)

We can construct β as:
c
exp JkD
JkC
βk = wk exp(−( − λ)) = PK
exp(−(
− λ))
D
D
d
σ(J
)
exp
J
k
i
i
And the final β will be renormalized using βk =

exp βk
PK
.
i exp βk

(2.5)

Note that the sigmoid

in the expression is to map the discriminator loss to R(0,1) . λ can be interpreted as
’diversity factor’ to control the separation among generators. β will decrease sharply
if c/d > λ. Higher λ will cause higher penalty from overlapping error which results
in higher generated diversity.

2.3.3

Structure of PMGAN

The structure of PMGAN is shown in Figure 1. All the generators, and the classifier
are connected by shared memory. The communication between them only happens
through the shared memory. The shared memory has K slots, where K is the number
of generators. Each slot contains three subslots: a sample part where the samples
generated by the generator k are stored, a validation part where the value of the
classifier are stored, and a progress part where the loss of generator is stored. Thus
the total size of the shared memory is k(batchsize + 3).
During training, generator k will store its generated sample in the sample part of
kth slot, and continue training. Once the validation or progress slot is updated, the
14

Classifier

Shared Memory

G1

G2

GK

D1

D2

DK

Figure 2.1: Structure of PMGAN

Generator loss

Classifier loss
Sample G1 C1 P1

Sample G2 C2 P2

Figure 2.2: Structure of shared memory
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...

generator will recalculate the overlapping loss or βk . Classifier C will update once
all the sample slots are updated, and store the softmax output to validation slots for
each k. Note that it is not necessary that the generator should stop and wait the
response from classifier or progress from others since the generator will not go far
away from the previous update, and the training process is totally distributed and
asynchronized.

2.4

Results

In this section, we demonstrate the practical effectiveness of our algorithm through
experiments on synthetic datasets and real datasets. The set up for all the experiments is: (1) Learning rate 0.0002, (2) Minibatch size 128 for generator, discriminator
and classifier, (3) Adam optimizer with first-order momentum 0.5, (4) β is set to 1
at the beginninng, with decay β = exp−λt , and (5) Activation function LeakyReLU,
weight initialization are from DCGAN [66]. All the codes are implemented by Pytorch(Inception Score in Tensorflow).

2.4.1

Synthetic datasets

The Synthetic dataset is a mixture of 8 Gaussians without any overlaps. We evaluate
two settings, 8 generators, and 10 generators. First, we train exactly 8 generators
with random initialization. In Figure 2, we show the results for every 5k steps (discriminator steps).
From the results we see that all the generators are spread out at the beginning.
The overlapping penalty and the generators proceeding in the same direction will be
16

Figure 2.3: Evaluation on synthetic dataset. Up: 8 generators, 8 modes. Down: 10
Generators, 8 modes

divided after certain number of steps. Since the number of modes is exactly the same
as the number of generators, the property of the reverse KL divergence will keep
each generator stay stationary. When competition happens, other generators will be
pushed to other un-captured mode. Finally all the 8 modes are captured by different
generators.
We have then increased the number of generators to 10. The result is shown
in Figure 3. At the beginning the situation is the same as in the previous setting,
but the strong penalty will hamper the mode captured by two generators. The two
generators are competing for the same mode. This illustrates that the function of the
balance term with decay is to ‘mediate’ the competition between generators. And
two or more generator can collapse to same mode and reach final convergence after
several epochs(determined by decay factor).
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2.4.2

Real world data

In this section, we use three popular datasets, MNIST1000, CIFAR-10 and Imagenet.
Note that the difference between MNIST and MNIST1000 is that the latter one
is constructed using 1000 channels to evaluate the missing mode of the model. To
evaluate the quality of generated samples, we use the Inception Score proposed in [72],
where the score is calculated by the expectation of KL divergence [DKL p(y|x)||p(y)],
where we calculate the distance between conditional label and real label.

MNIST1000 dataset
The MNIST dataset contains 1000 classes. We ran our model with different number
of generators ranging from 1 to 16. The result is shown in table 1 and table2. Note
that by increasing the number of generators, the modes captured by mixed generator
increased, while the distance between generators decreased. Comparing to other
model, our model capture all 1000 modes, and obtains the lowest distance between
generated distribution and real data distribution.
Table 2.1: MNIST-1000 results by model

Model

GAN

Mode covered

628.0

DKL (model||data)

UnrolledGANDCGAN
±

817.4

±

849.6

140.9

37.9

62.7

2.58

1.43

0.73
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PMGAN
±

1000

0.06

Table 2.2: MNIST-1000 results by number of generators

Num of generator

1

4

8

12

16

Mode covered

140

488

732

977

1000

CIFAR-10 and ImageNet dataset
We trained 1 to 20 generators for CIFAR-10 and ImageNetdataset. From the results
we can conclude that the inception score increases with the number of generators,
while it gradually gets saturated. From our observation, the threshold depends on
the complexity of the dataset, model capacity, and the classifier. The highest score
we get is 8.17 and 9.08, with more than 12 generators, which is very close to the
sequential MGAN model.

2.4.3

Training Time

The training time for the sequential mix generator model for CIFAR-10 dataset is
115.4 min in our setting. To obtain around the same score, the PMGAN with 4
generators takes 54% of the time, 8 generators takes 42%, 12 generators takes 37%,
and 16 generators takes 35%. And the inception score is 7.02, 8.03, 8.73, 9.01, 9.08
respectively.
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Table 2.3: Real world data results

Maximum Inception Score
Model

CIFAR-10

ImageNet

Real Data

11.24 ± 0.16

25.78 ± 0.47

Wasserstein GAN [3]

3.82 ± 0.06

MIX+WGAN [4]

4.04 ± 0.07

DCGAN [66]

6.40 ± 0.05

7.89

D2GAN [62]

7.15 ± 0.07

8.25

PMGAN(Our work)

8.19 ± 0.16

9.08

Figure 2.4:

Figure 2.7:

MNIST

Runtime

Figure 2.5: Figure 2.6:
CIFAR-10

ImageNet

Figure 2.8: (a): Random pick from the mix generator for MNIST dataset. (b): Random
pick from the mix generator for CIFAR-10 dataset. (c):Inception score for mix generators
and single generator for both datasets. (d) Runtime and Inception Score with different
number of machine
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2.5

Conclusions

In this work, we propose a balanced mixed generator GAN, and our algorithm is
parallelizable, and can be scaled to large platforms. To resolve the competition and
one-beat all problems in the mix generator model, we have designed the reverse KL
divergence loss function, and an carefully designed balance term to produce a stable,
converging, and fast training method. The results show we can handle the situation
when the generators compete for the same mode even when the number of generators
is greater than the number of modes. The empirical result shows the state of the art
on the quality of the generated distribution(by inception score). Also, we show our
model solve the missing mode problem under MNIST 1000 dataset.
More works need to be done in this multi-player game. First, the balance method
can also be improved if we can have a better heuristic for β. Or we can train to learn β,
to achieve balance between competition and convergence. Second, the parallelization
scheme can be utilized with other multi-generator model as in [64], to generate better
resolution and complex images.
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Chapter 3
Automatic Network Pruning

3.1

Motivation

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved a significant success in many applications, ranging from image classification [35] and object detection [69] to self driving [55] and machine translation [85]. However, the computationally expensive and
memory intensive properties of DNNs prevent their direct deployment to devices such
as mobile phones and auto-driving cars. To overcome these challenges, learning compressed light-weight DNNs has attracted growing research attention [34, 17, 109].
For recent pruning methods, prior knowledge plays an important role in improving
the performance and reducing the training time, in which a large number of hyperparameters need to be individually designed for different architectures and datasets. In
magnitude-based pruning, where weights lower than thresholds will be removed, the
chosen thresholds majorly affect the pruning performance [34, 32]. Moreover, for the
layer-wise pruning [17, 1], the searching space for layer-wise threshold combinations
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can be exponential in the number of layers. As another branch of pruning, sensitivitybased method [89] removes the less sensitive weights from the network, while further
hyperparameter/function design is required to avoid undesired weight shrinkage or
updates.
Recently research on pruning [52] implies that the pruning process is actually
finding the right network structure, thus bridging the gap between pruning and neuron
architecture search(NAS). However, state-of-art NAS methods cannot be directly
applied to pruning task. For example, gradient based search algorithm DART [51]
introduces auxiliary parameters acting as indicators to select the appropriate network
structure optimized through a gradient-descent procedure. But, discrepancy between
continuous over-parameterized graph and the discretized sub-graph is unavoidable
during the model evaluation procedure, and zero operation is eliminated in the search
space. Our method is similar to DART such that we employ smooth, approximated,
gradient-based search to pruning task, but the discrepancy is reduced by iteratively
evaluating recoverable sub-graph during the pruning procedure.
The advantage of introducing auxiliary parameters to pruning task is hyperparameter insensitive. Instead of directly regularizing weights, our method regularizes
auxiliary parameters which aggregate gradient perturbations such as batch noise,
dead neuron or dropout during pruning. In this way, temporarily incorrect pruning induced by the instability and non-optimal hyperparameters can be recovered,
which greatly contributes to the pruning performance and efficiency. Different from
updating auxiliary parameters with vanilla unstable linear coarse gradient in [83], in
order to stabilize the pruning procedure, we analyze and decouple the gradient between weight parameters and auxiliary parameters. In contrast to [54], our method
avoids inefficient and high variance single-step Monte-Carlo sampling and places no
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assumptions on the prior distribution. In comparison with [9], we add no constraints
on model parameters, maintaining the flexibility and capacity of the model. In addition, we design a sparse regularizer working with the original loss function and weight
decay. In order to evaluate the proposed method, we conduct extensive experiments
on different datasets and models, and the results show that our method achieves
state-of-the-art performance.
Contributions and novelty of our work are: 1) we offer a gradient based automatic network pruning model; 2) we propose novel and weakly coupled update rule
for auxiliary parameters to stabilize pruning procedure; 3) we reduce the sub-graph
discrepancy by iteratively evaluating recoverable sub-graph; 4) we evaluate different
smooth approximations of the derivative of the rectifier; 5) we obtain the state-of-art
results on both structure and weight pruning and our method is scalable on modern
models and datasets.

3.2

Related Work

Neural network pruning can be mainly classified into two categories: unstructured
pruning and structured pruning. Unstructured pruning compresses neural networks
by dropping redundant/less-meaningful weights, while structured pruning is by dropping neurons. Both pruning methods shrink the storage space of the targeted neural
network, but, comparatively speaking, structured pruning has a directly benefit in
reducing the computational cost of DNNs.
[48] pioneers neural network pruning and proposes optimal brain damage method
for shallow neural network unstructured pruning. For DNNs, [34] presents global
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magnitude-based weight pruning and [32] introduces recoverability into the global
pruning. Similar idea has then been applied to structured pruning. [42] removes
neurons with high average zero output ratio and [50] prunes neurons with low absolute summation values of incoming weights, which are all replying on predefined
thresholds.
In order to further improve the compression rate, different layer-wise pruning
methods have been proposed, either by weighting connections based on a layer-wise
loss function([17]) or by solving a specially designed convex optimization program([1]).
These layer-wise schemes provide theoretical error bounds for specific activation functions but leave many hyperparameters to be carefully designed. Due to this issue,
[49] presents a relatively efficient comprehensive optimization algorithm for tuning
layer-wise hyperparameters.
Besides layer-wise schemes, [29] scales efficient structured pruning on large networks by applying resource weighted sparsifying regularizers on activations. [108]
improves neural network sparsity by explicitly forcing the network to learn a set of
less correlated filters via decorrelation regularization. [109] designs a discriminationaware channel pruning method to locate most discriminative channels. But after
ranking the filters or channels, we still have to pinpoint their optimal combinations
for each layer, which highly relies on expertise. [25] proposed to keep neurons with
high magnitude and prune neurons with smaller magnitude in a stochastic way. The
accuracy is maintained by reducing the dependency of important neurons on unimportant neurons.
[52] does comprehensive experiments showing that training-from-scratch on the
right sparse architecture yields better results than pruning from pre-trained models.
Searching for a spare architecture is more important than the weight values. [51]
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employs continuous indicator parameters to relax the non-differentiable architecture
searching problem. The relaxation is then removed by dropping weak connections
and selecting the single choice of the k options with the highest weight. However,
the gap between the continuous solution and the discretized architecture remain unknown. More importantly, zero operations are omitted during the derivation process,
making is unsuitable for network pruning. [102] implements greedy search for width
multipliers of slimmable network([104]) to reduce kernel number. Multiple batch normalization layers are trained under different channel settings. However, a significant
accuracy drop is observed in extreme sparse cases.

3.3

Methods

We first formulate the problem and discuss the indicator function and auxiliary parameters. Then, we introduce the update rule for auxiliary parameters for stable and
efficient network pruning. Without losing generality, our method is formulated on
weight pruning, but it can be directly extended to neuron pruning.

3.3.1

Problem Formulation

Let fw : Rm×n → Rd be a continuous and differentiable neural network parametrized
by W mapping input X ∈ Rm×n to target Y ∈ Rd . The pruning problem can be
formulated as:
1
arg min
N
w

X
N


L(f (xi , W ), yi ) + µ||W ||0 ,

i=1
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(3.1)

where ||W ||0 denotes zero norm, or number of non-zero weights. The goal is to
find the sparse architecture with minimum subset w ∈ W that preserves the model
accuracy. However, the second term is non-differentiable, making the problem not
solvable using gradient descent. Direct regularization on wij will lead to sensitivity
on hyperparameter µ and instability with batched training. We relax this problem
by introducing a indicator function defined as:

hij =




0, if wij is pruned;

(3.2)



1, otherwise.
Instead of designing an indicator function for each wij manually, we propose to
parameterized a universal indicator function by a set of trainable auxiliary parameters
M . Due to the non-differentiable property of the indicator function, we will discuss
how to update auxiliary parameters in subsections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. Then the network
sparsification problem can be re-formulated as an optimization problem:

1
arg min
N
w,m

X
N

L(f (xi , W


h(M )), yi ) + λR(W ) + µR(h(M )),

(3.3)

i=1

where R(·) denotes a regularization function. We also denote the element-wise product T = W

h(M ) as the weight matrix after pruning. The advantage of regularizing

on auxiliary parameters instead of original weights is that any change in mij does not
directly influence the gradient update of wij , leading to a less sensitive pruning process
with respect to hyperparameter µ.
As done by [34] and [9], in order to enhance the stability and performance, we also
implement a multi-step training through iteratively training the sparsity structure and
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retraining the original weights. More specifically, we employ the bi-level optimization
used in [51] for the optimization problem. The training set will be split into Xtrain
and Xval , and we can further re-formulate the problem from minimizing a single loss
function to minimizing the following loss functions iteratively.

min L1 = min
w

w

min L2 = min
m

m

N
X
i=1
N
X

L(f (xi , W

h(M )), yi ) + λR(W ), xi ∈ Xtrain ,

(3.4)

L(f (xi , W

h(M )), yi ) + µR(h(M )), xi ∈ Xval ,

(3.5)

i=1

The first term in both loss functions is the regular accuracy loss for neural network
training. Note that the regularization of W is not necessarily required but we add
the term to show that our method is consistent with traditional regularizers.

3.3.2

Coarse Gradient for Indicator Function

The indicator function hij contains only zero and one values and thus is non-smooth
and non-differentiable. Inspired by [43] where binary weights are represented using
step functions and trained with hard sigmoid straight through estimator (STE), we
use a simple step function for indicator function hij with trainable parameter mij .
Binarized neural networks (BNNs) with proper STE have been demonstrated to
be quite effective in finding optimal binary parameters and can achieve promising
results in complex tasks. The vanilla BNNs are optimized by updating continuous
variables mij :
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∂L
∂L ∂σ(mij )
mij + 1
=
, where σ(mij ) = max(0, min(1,
)).
∂mij
∂σ(mij ) ∂mij
2

(3.6)

The output of each weight is the output of the hard sigmoid binary function. Note
that the gradients of
2

∂σ(mij)
∂mij

h(m)

2

1
2

0

can be estimated in multiple ways.

2

2

1

m
0

h(m)

2

0

1

m
0

2

h(m)

2

0

m
0

2

Figure 3.1: Coarse Gradients for STEs

[83] discuss using BNNs to learn sparse networks, however, the authors suggest
using linear STE to quickly estimate the gradient of the heaviside function. Recent
result [101] shows that ReLU or clipped ReLU STEs yield better convergence while
linear STE is unstable at minima. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 3.1, the gradient
of ReLU is zero if the input m is smaller than zero. In other words, if we apply
auxiliary parameters directly to any weight, without any regularization, the weight
will permanently die once the corresponding weight has been pruned. Considering
the pruning recoverability, we suggest using Leaky ReLU or Softplus instead of ReLU.

3.3.3

Updating Auxiliary Parameters

Instead of directly applying the gradient update as described in Eq. 3.6, we propose a
modified update rule of auxiliary parameters to be consistent with (1) the magnitude
of weights; (2) the change of weights; and (3) the directions of BNN gradients. The
update rule of mij is defined as:
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∂h(mij )
∂Lacc
sgn(wij )
mij := mij − η
∂tij
∂mij
where Lacc denotes L(f (xi , W


−µ

∂h(mij )
∂mij

(3.7)

h(M )), yi ), η is the learning rate of mij , tij = wij

h(mij ), the second term can be considered as the gradient of mij ,

∂tij
,
∂mij

and the third

term is related to the sparse regularizer. The proposed update rule is motivated from
three advantages:
Sensitivity Consistency: The gradient of a vanilla BNN is correlated with wij , i.e.,
∂Lacc
∂mij

∝

1
,
f (|wij |)

which means that mij is more sensitive if the magnitude of the corre-

sponding wij is large. Such a sensitive correlation is counter-intuitive since a larger wij
is more likely to be pruned with a small turbulence which reduces the robustness of
the pruning. In the proposed update rule, we decouple such a correlation to increase
the stability of the pruning procedure. Practically, in order to boost the sensitivity
of mij associated with smaller weight magnitude(i.e. sensitivity consistency), we use
a multiplier wij to Eq. 3.7.
Correlation Consistency: The second advantage of the update rule is that the
direction of the gradient of an arbitrary auxiliary parameter mij is the same as the
direction of the gradient of its corresponding |wij |, when ignoring the regularizers,
∂L1
∂L2
) = sgn( ∂|w
).
i.e., sgn( ∂m
ij
ij |

Proof. We can expand the gradient for wij and mij as follows:

∂L1
∂Lacc ∂tij
∂R(wij )
∂Lacc
∂R(wij )
=
+λ
=
h(mij ) + λ
∂wij
∂tij ∂wij
∂wij
∂tij
∂wij
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(3.8)

∂L2
∂Lacc ∂tij
∂R(h(mij ))
∂Lacc
∂h(mij )
∂h(mij )
=
+µ
=
wij
+µ
∂mij
∂tij ∂mij
∂mij
∂tij
∂mij
∂mij

(3.9)

If we consider the direction of the first term of both gradients while ignoring the
regularizers:

∂Lacc
∂L1
) = sgn(
)sgn(h(mij ))
∂wij
∂tij
∂L2
∂Lacc
∂h(mij )
sgn(
) = sgn(
)sgn(wij )sgn(
).
∂mij
∂tij
∂mij
sgn(

Given the conditions that h(mij ) ≥ 0 and

sgn(

∂h(mij )
∂mij

(3.10)

≥ 0, we can conclude that

∂L2
∂L1
) = sgn(
).
∂mij
∂|wij |

(3.11)

In other words, the auxiliary parameter mij tracks the changing of the magnitude
of wij . For the pruning task, when the absolute value of a weight/neuron keeps
moving towards zero, we should accelerate the pruning process of the weight/neuron.
Direction Consistency: The third advantage of the update rule is that the inner
product between the expected coarse and population gradients with respect to m is
greater than zero, i.e., the update gradient and the population gradient form an acute
angle. Updating in this way actually reduces the loss of vanilla BNNs. We refer to
Eq. 5, Lemma4 and Lemma10 from [101], where the ReLU and linear STE form
acute angle with population gradient. Sincehgσ , gi = σ 0 q(w, w∗), where q(w, w∗) is a
0
deterministic function for both cases and σ represent the STE function. Since σrelu
≤
0
0
σLeakyRelu
≤ σLinear
, we can then retain 0 ≤ hgrelu , gi ≤ hgLeakyRelu , gi ≤ hgLinear , gi.
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3.3.4

Recoverable Pruning

Pruning with recoverability is important to reduce the gap between the original network graph and the sparse network graph, which helps to achieve better sparsity.
We design the pruning step following the idea of Dynamic Network Surgery([32]),
that once some important weights are pruned and a large discrepancy occurs, the
incorrectly pruned weights will be recovered to compensate for the increase of loss.
Different from previous works with hard thresholding, for a specific weight/neuron,
its opportunity to be pruned is determined automatically during optimization. The
pruning step in our model is soft, the pruned weight will hold its value, and ready to
be spliced back to the network if large discrepancy is observed.
Based on the multi-step training framework, after mij is updated by Eq. 3.7,
the unpruned network parameters wij will be updated based on the newly learned
structure. If no regularization is applied on wij , the corresponding mij could be
recovered by the accuracy loss. Note that a weight will be recovered if the damage
made by the pruned weight cannot be restored by updating other unpruned weights.
If weight decay is applied, any pruned weight will gradually lose recoverability with
a fixed rate. The weight decay will decrease the magnitude of wij and provide a
negative gradient to mij , which reduces the recoverability. Whether a weight will be
recovered under weight decay depends on (1) the absolute value of wij , and (2) the
damage it made when removing it from the network. More specifically, recovering a
weight wij requires the gradient of mij moving toward positive direction. With L1
regularization, a weight will be permanently pruned when its absolute value drops to
zero.
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3.3.5

Acceleration by Regularizers

Sparse Regularizer
Without any regularizer, our model can gradually converge to a sparse model, but
with relatively slow speed, especially when the weights are close to optimal and the
gradients with respect to T = W

h(M ) are almost zero. In order to accelerate the

pruning process, we bring in regularizers to force the mask values to approach zero.
The sparse regularizer is defined as:

R(h(M )) =

X

|h(mij )| = count(h(M )).

(3.12)

i,j

Note that the L1 regularizer applied on h(M ) directly counts the number of gates
that are open, which is equivalent to applying L0 regularizer on h(M ). With the
regularizer, M will be pushed towards zero since the gradient with respect to mij is
the positive STE gradient. Another benefit of this regularizer is to filter out the noise
when updating W with SGD or dropout, i.e., µ∂L2 /∂mij > 0 when ∆|w| < δ and
mij still decreases when wij increases by only a small amount.
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Working with Weight Decay Regularizer
Our model can also work with general 1-norm or 2-norm regularizers on weights
W . Since the auxiliary parameters M follow |W |, any weight decay regularizer will
help to increase the sparsification speed. An important side effect of weight decay
regularizer is that after pruning a certain weight, the only source that can change
|wij | ∈ |W | s.t. h(mij ) = 0 will be the weight decay regularizers. A large weight decay
hyperparameter will decrease the pruned weight fast and hamper the recoverability
discussed in the previous subsection.

3.3.6

Hyperparameters Sensitivity and Robustness

By proposing auxiliary parameters and an indicator function, we introduce two new
hyperparameters, learning rate hyperparameter η and regularization hyperparameter
µ. However, the pruning procedure is not sensitive to those hyperparameters based
on the following reasons: 1) We are not directly regularizing W , so the bias of STE
and hyperparameter will not directly influence weights; 2) The indicator function
is tolerant to the turbulence of auxiliary parameters mij ; and 3) The pruning is
recoverable when an incorrect pruning happens and the damage is made. Practically,
as shown in the experimental part, the learning rate η is scheduled to be the same
as for learning the original weights W , and the regularization hyperparameter µ
is set to be the same in all test cases. To conclude, our method reduces a set of
hyperparameters to one single, non-sensitive hyperparameter.
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3.3.7

Convergence Discussion

Similar to [29], our framework doesn’t guarantee convergence when optimized with
regularizers. But since the sparsification procedure is emperically fast and a good
structure can be obtained with fewer epochs, we do not always need to wait until
convergence. But, in order to give a guidance to hyperparameter tuning, we will
briefly discuss the necessary condition for convergence. At convergence, if no regularization is applied,

∂Lacc
∂tij

= 0. We can further conclude:

∂Lacc
∂h(mij )
∂Lacc
h(mij ) =
sgn(wij )
= 0.
∂tij
∂tij
∂mij
If both weight decay and sparse regularizers are applied, we need

(3.13)
∂L1
∂wij

=

∂L2
∂mij

= 0.

Assuming that pruned weights are sufficiently small and make no contribution to both
gradients, we only consider the gradients w.r.t. mij ∈ M s.t. mij > 0, and h(M ) = 1.
When taking into account the learning rate compensation, we have:

0=

∂Lacc
∂R(wij )
∂Lacc
∂h(mij )
∂h(mij )
+λ
=
sgn(wij )
+µ
.
∂tij
∂wij
∂tij
∂mij
∂mij

(3.14)

If L2 is applied, we have the necessary condition 2λ|wij | = cµ, where c is the non-linear
factor by different STEs. If L1 is applied, we have the necessary condition λ = cµ.
Under both cases, λ and µ should be reduced to the same level when convergence.

3.4

Experiments

In this section, we introduce our experiment settings, and compare the neuron pruning
and weight pruning performance with existing approaches.
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3.4.1

Settings

To ensure a fair comparison, we follow the same backend packages as described in
other papers. Except for LeNets, all the other pre-trained parameters are downloaded
from commonly available sources and the auxiliary parameters are either initialized
randomly or by pre-trained weights. All the accuracy results are the average of 10
runs and the spare structure is picked from the best accurate model. Our models
are implemented by Tensorflow and run on Ubuntu Linux 16.04 with 32G memory
and a single NVIDIA Titan Xp GPU. To show the insensitivity of the introduced
hyperparameter, we set the learning rate of auxiliary parameters to 1.5e-2 and µ to
5e-2 for all test cases.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Different Neuron Pruning Techniques
Model

Methods

Base Error

Error

Epochs

Neurons per Layer

NCR

FLOPs

LeNet-300-100
784-300-100

[53]
[54]
[54]
Our method

1.60%
1.60%

1.80%
1.40%
1.80%
1.82%

200
200
100

278-98-13
219-214-100
266-88-33
244-85-37

3.04
2.22
3.06
3.23

11%
26%
10%
9%

LeNet5
(MNIST)
20-50800-500

[97]
[61]
[53]
[54]
[54]
Our method

0.90%
0.78%

1.00%
0.86%
1.00%
0.90%
1.00%
0.80%

200
200
100

3-12-800-500
2-18-284-283
5-10-76-16
20-25-45-462
9-18-65-25
4-16-86-87

1.04
2.33
12.8
2.48
11.71
9.86

25%
9%
7%
50%
17%
7%

VGG-like
(CIFAR-10)
64x2-128x2256x3-512x7

[50]
[61]
[61]
Our method

6.75%
7.20%
7.20%
7.60%

6.60%
7.50%
9.00%
8.50%

40
150

32-64-128-128-256-256-256-256-256-256-256-256-256-512

1.49
4.03
3.83
4.72

66%
43%
32%
23%

3.4.2

64-62-128-126-234-155-31-79-73-9-59-73-56-27
44-54-92-115-234-155-31-76-55-9-34-35-21-280
37-41-91-89-156-140-74-81-54-51-44-46-48-52

LeNet-300-100 and LeNet5 on MNIST Database

We first use MNIST dataset to evaluate the performance. Layer structure of LeNet300-100 is [784, 300, 100, 10] and of LeNet5 is two [20,50] convolution layers, followed
by two FC layers. The total number of trainable parameters of LeNet-300-100 and
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LeNet5 are 267K and 431K, respectively. Similar to previous works, we train reference
models with standard training method with SGD optimizer, achieving accuracy of
1.72% and 0.78% respectively. In the pruning process, we use the softplus STE. The
learning rate for L1 is scheduled from 1e-2 to 1e-3. During the training procedure, we
observe that the final result is not sensitive to λ and µ but the sparsification speed
relies on µ.
For neuron pruning, from Table 3.1, we can achieve the highest neuron compression rate(NCR) as 3.23 and the lowest FLOP usage percentage 9% comparing to
original LeNet-300-100. For LeNet5, we are taking the lead in both the model accuracy 99.20% and the FLOP reduction rate 93%. For weight pruning, as we show
in Table 3.4, our method applied to the LeNet-300-100 structure achieves the best
compression rate of up to 80x while a 0.06% error increase. Note that all the other
methods with compression rates greater than 60 have a minor accuracy drop while
our method reaches the best accuracy. For LeNet5 model, we compare existing works
with two reference models. For the first model with 0.78% error, we achieve 260x compression rate and 0.8% error. For the second model with 0.91% error, our method
obtains a 310x compression rate with no accuracy drop.

3.4.3

VGG-like on CIFAR-10

For VGG-like model, we use CIFAR-10 dataset to evaluate the performance. VGGlike is a standard convolution neural network with 13 convolutional layers followed
by 2 FC layers (512 and 10 respectively). The total number of trainable parameters
is 15M. Similar to previous works, we use the reference VGG-like model pre-trained
with SGD with testing error 7.60%.
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Table 3.2: VGG-like CIFAR-10
Neuron Pruning
Layer

Table 3.3: MobileNetV2(Top 1 Accuracy)
FLOPs

Conv1 Conv2 Conv3 Conv4

Sparsity 57.03% 17.36% 20.95% 16.06%
FLOP 57%
37%
45%
49%
Conv5

Conv6 Conv7 Conv8 Conv9

10.76% 4.67%
42%
33%

5.30%
15%

1.52% 0.39%
4.50% 1.60%

Conv10 Conv11 Conv12 Conv13
0.35%
1%

0.28%
0.85%

0.27%
0.77%

0.33%
0.84%

Methods

FLOPs Accuracy

[73]
97M
[104]
97M
100M
[103]
97M
Our method 102M

65.40%
64.40%
65.10%
66.83%

[73]
[87]
[103]
200M
[98]
[102]
Our method

209M
216M
209M
246M
207M
209M

69.80%
71.5%
69.60%
73%
73%
73.32%

[73]
[87]
[102]
Our method

300M
317M
305M
305M

69.80%
74%
74.20%
74.0%

300M

In this structure, we use L2-norm and L1-norm for L1 with hyperparameters 5e-5
and 1e-6, respectively. We evaluate both Leaky ReLU and Softplus STEs. Leaky
ReLU gives a fast sparsification speed while Softplus shows a smooth convergence
with approximately 1.5x running time. We suggest selecting the proper STE based
on the time constraint.
For neuron pruning task, as shown in Table 3.1, our method reaches 23% FLOPs
within 150 epochs. In Table 3.2, we show the layer-wise percentage FLOPs of VGG16 structure. Our model achieves a higher sparsity at any layer compared to [50].
For weight pruning, our model reaches the highest 75x compression rate, with only
moderate accuracy drop within 150 epochs of training.

3.4.4

AlexNet, ResNet-50 and MobileNet on ImageNet

Three models with ILSVRC12 dataset are also tested with our pruning method including 1M training images and 0.5M validation and testing images. AlexNet can be
considered as deep since it contains 5 convolution layers and 3 FC layers. ResNet-50
consists of 16 convolution blocks with structure cfg=[3,4,6,3], plus one input and one
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Table 3.4: Comparison of Different Weight Pruning Techniques
Model

Methods

Error

CR

LeNet300-100
(MNIST)

[17]
[91]
[59]
Our method

1.76%→2.43%
1.89%→1.94%
1.64%→1.92%
1.72%→ 1.78%

66.7
64
68
80

LeNet5
(MNIST)

[32]
[91]
[59]
[49]
Our method
Our method

0.91%→0.91%
0.88%→0.97%
0.80%→ 0.75%
0.91%→0.91%
0.78%→0.80%
0.91%→0.91%

108
162
280
298
260
310

VGG-like
(CIFAR-10)

[109]
[108]
[59]
Our method

6.01%→5.43%
6.42%→6.69%
7.55%→7.55%
7.60%→7.82%

15.58
8.5
65
75

AlexNet
(ILSVRC12)

[32]
[83]
[17]
Our method

43.42%→43.09% 17.7
42.80%→43.04% 10.3
43.30%→50.04% 9.1
43.26%→44.10% 18.5

ResNet50
[109]
23.99%→25.05% 2.06
(ILSVRC12) Our method 25.10%→25.50% 2.2

output layer, and in total 25M parameters. For MobileNet, we use its conventional
MobileNet V2 (224×224) model with 310M FLOPs. The size of the dataset and also
the complexity of the model clearly reveals the scalability of our method.
ResNet-50 is trained with a learning rate schedule from 1e-5 to 1e-6. Only L2
norm is applied, with λ = 1e − 5. Note that the identity connections alleviate the
need to add layer-wise learning rate since the gradient to the first several layers is
enough to pull the auxiliary parameters. The learning rate for AlexNet is 1e-3 and
for MobileNet V2 is 1e-5. We split the training data into 1:1 for weight update and
auxiliary parameter update respectively. Once the desired FLOPs is reached, we use
all training data to fine tune the model.
For neuron pruning, we evaluate our method on compact MobileNet V2 with less
redundancy, and compare with the state-of-art methods in different FLOPs levels, in
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Table 3.3. Our method achieves similar error at 300M level and outperforms others
at extreme level(200M and 100M). For ResNet at 600M FLOPs, the top-1 error is
27.6%. For weight pruning, the results in Table 3.4 show that our method on AlexNet
model achieves 18.5x compression rate and 0.84% accuracy drop. For ResNet-50, we
get 2.2x compression rate with only 0.4% accuracy drop.

3.4.5

Ablation Study

We show the sparsity and accuracy are not sensitive to hyperparameters, taking
weight pruning with VGG-like on CIFAR-10 as an example. In Fig. 6.7(a), we set
the learning rate of auxiliary parameters to 1e-2, 1e-1 and 5e-1. From the result we
observe that all three settings converge to similar compression ratio with different
sparsification speed. In Fig. 6.7(b), the accuracy with higher learning rate drops
faster, but the final gap is less than 0.1%. In Fig. 3.2(c), we show the compression ratio
versus accuracy plot with proposed update in Eq. 3.7 and regular BNN update. The
regular BNN update becomes non-stable after 30x CR, and accuracy drops sharply
afterward. With the proposed update rule, accuracy is more stable and with lower
variance until 80x. We’ve also included the comparison on choosing different STE
functions and learning rates for VGG like model on CIFAR10 in Fig. 3.2(d). Softplus
STE achieves the best result while converges slower than LeakyReLU STE, which
achieves slightly lower CR. The linear STE however, yields worst CR and slower
convergence speed.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of Hyperparameter Sensitivity
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3.4.6

Training From Scratch

Apart from sparsification on pre-trained models, our method can support training
sparse network from scratch. We evaluate our method through training LeNet5 from
scratch. All the weights are randomly initialized as usual while the auxiliary parameters are initialized as mij ∼ Gaussian(0.1, 0.05). The initial learning rate is set to
1e-3 and gradually decreased to 1e-5. The final model we obtain has an error of 0.95%
with a 168x compression rate.

3.4.7

Conclusion

In this work, we propose to automatically prune deep neural networks by regularizing
auxiliary parameters instead of original weights values. The auxiliary parameters are
not sensitive to hyperparameters and are more robust to noise during training. We
also design a gradient-based update rule for auxiliary parameters and analyze the
benefits. In addition, we combine sparse regularizers and weight regularization to
accelerate the sparsification process. Extensive experiments show that our method
achieves the state-of-the-art sparsity in both weight pruning and neuron pruning
compared with existing approaches. Moreover, our model also supports training from
scratch and can reach a comparable sparsity.
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Chapter 4
Predicting Outcomes of Chemical
Reactions

4.1

Motivation

Synthesis of novel materials with desired properties is a central problem of enormous
economic implications in materials science and Materials Genomics, in particular. In
this context, the construction of a target molecule from a set of existing reactants and
reagents is of interest. If a molecule can be represented as a string, the search space
of possible candidate outcomes is O(k l ), where l is the length of the outcome, and k is
the number of different types of atoms appearing in the reactants. Extensive research
has been conducted in the past decades to formalize the outcomes of reactions. This
formalization forms the basis for solving synthesis problems.
The most challenging task in modeling any chemical reaction process is to locate
the reaction sites. The reaction sites are the locations that re-organize the molec-
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ular graph, or SMILES string. However, the naive SMILES with one-hot or simple
encoding fails to reflect the underlying chemical or physical properties of the atoms
or edges. As a consequence, a complex prediction model directly applied to one-hot
encoded SMILES requires a significantly large number of trainable parameters and
long training times. Proper representation is required to reduce the complexity and
improve the accuracy and generalization of the model. However, the widely used
simplified molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES)[96] lacks the structural and
distance information.
Currently, molecular representation learning focuses on atom embedding. Graph
Convolutional Networks (GCN) based methods have been developed and successfully
used to address tasks [18] such as matrix completion [92], social networks analysis [6], element representations [31, 33], and generating fingerprints from molecular
graphs [26]. For molecule representation learning, the model can potentially learn the
structural information inside molecules. However, previous works neglect the diverse
properties of chemical bonds which could play an important role in outcomes prediction. A good representation should reflect the bond energy of a chemical bond during
the chemical reaction process, which directly determines the possibility of being a
reaction site. [45] proposed a multi-step update rule to learn representations for both
nodes and edges, which is suitable to learn edge information in molecule graphs. [80]
proposed a multi-view approach where the edges were grouped such that the edges
in the same group have similar properties. The edge representation is defined as a
function of its atom pair type, bond order, aromaticity, conjugation, and ring status.
The paper shows promising results for molecular embedding and property prediction.
In this work, we consider three methods GCN, MPNN and EAGCN in the molecule
graph embedding procedure.
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Given a property molecular representation, we further need to design an efficient model for molecule generation. Possible candidates are generating graphs and
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) based sequence to sequence (Seq2Seq) translation
models. Graph generating models can be embedded naturally with GCN representation learning. However, generating graphs are much more challenging to process than
generating strings due to the extra geometric information of graphs. The advantage
of employing translation models compared to graph-based models is the feasibility of
the generation process. In this work, we first embed the atoms and bonds through an
edge embedding graph convolution neural network, and then feed to Seq2Seq model
to generate the outcomes. During the decoding process, the decoder outputs atoms by
considering the corresponding chemical bonds through attention mechanisms to determine the reaction site. We evaluate the effectiveness of the learned representation
by comparing the output accuracy with pure Seq2Seq and atom embedding models.
We also show that the multi-view representation is more efficient than single-view
representation learning.
In [78], the authors show the effectiveness of applying Seq2Seq models to predict chemical reaction outcomes. However, they do not utilize the structure of the
molecules. For instance, reaction outcomes could depend on interatomic distances
which are ignored in the algorithm. Moreover, traditional attention mechanics in
Seq2Seq models can only handle single-view (inter-atom) correlations, which is not
sufficient when multiple properties are considered. In the chemical reaction process,
multiple correlation between different properties of atoms and between atom and edge
should be considered. In this work, we take two way attention to model the interaction between atom embedding view and edge embedding view(mutual correlation)
and multi-way attention to handle multiple view inside each atom or edge embed45

ding(self correlation). The attention factors from different views are finally combined
and the final attention score is calculated as part of inputs to the Seq2Seq decoder.
Salient features of our work are: 1) We propose a novel multi-view attention mechanic in Seq2Seq model for molecule prediction. Both self and mutual correlations
are calculated to generate final attention score. 2) Our approach significantly improves
the prediction accuracy for predicting the outcomes of complex chemical reactions. 3)
We compare different embedding methods and provide meaningful results. We conclude that the edge embedding can extract meaningful and distinguishing information
for the molecules. 4) Our attention results provide certain extent of interpretability
on importance of different sites.

4.2

Related Work

The predicting models for chemical reactions can be categorized into two types:
template-based models and template-free models. Due to the template coverage and
the complexity of a chemical reaction, template-free method is more suitable for the
problem.
[7] have shown that organic molecules contain fragments whose rank distribution
is, to some extent, identical to that of sentence fragments. Their results indicate
that organic chemistry and human language follow very similar laws, which provides
guidance to use linguistics-based analyses in the area of chemical reactions. [44] used
a novel approach based on Weisfeiler-Lehman Networks (WLN). They trained two
independent networks on a set of 400,000 reactions extracted from US patents. The
first WLN scored the reactivity between atom pairs and predicted the reaction center.
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All possible bond configuration changes were enumerated to generate product candidates. The candidates that were not removed by hard-coded valence and connectivity
rules are then ranked by a Weisfeiler-Lehman Difference Network (WLDN). Jin, et
al., [44] claimed to outperform template-based approaches by a margin of 10% after
augmenting the model with the unknown products of the initial prediction to have
a product coverage of 100% on the test set. Nam and Kim [60] used a template-free
Seq2Seq model to predict reaction outcomes. Whereas their network was trained
end-to-end on patent data and self-generated reaction examples, they limited their
predictions to textbook reactions. Further, the authors of [78] view the reaction prediction task as a translation problem and solve it using natural language processing
methods such as Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) models. The model is designed to
learn the mapping from the input sequence to the output sequence directly, based on
the statistical relationships among the atoms, instead of using expert created and/or
machine learned rules. Any molecule is represented as a sequence using the SMILES.
However, both [60] and [78] failed to employ the structural information of a molecule
graph.
For molecular graph embedding, GCNs have been employed as protein interface
prediction [21], molecular representation and prediction [33, 24, 47]. The work [20]
presented a convolutional neural network that operates directly on raw molecular
graphs and generalizes standard molecular feature extraction methods based on circular fingerprints (ECFP) [70]. Based on the autoencoder model, [26] converted
discrete representations of molecules to a multidimensional continuous one. To gain
additional information from bonds, the following methods have been proposed. Here
the bonds are labeled with numerous attributes including the atom pair type or the
bond order. [47] proposed a graph-based model that utilizes the properties of both
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the nodes (atoms) and the edges (bonds) by calculating an edge matrix for all pairs
of atoms. Similarly, [14] created atom feature vectors concatenated with their respective connecting bond features to form atom-bond feature vectors. In these works,
node features and bond attributes are treated equally. In [24], the author proposed
a message passing network that aggregates the local information form the neighbor
nodes. Both the node and edge representation can be learned. However, edge attentions imply various interaction types between atomic pairs. The diversities of edges
are of great importance for the chemical reaction. For instance, [93] has proposed an
attention framework to update the edge representation based on the structure of the
graph. While this method can handle single large graphs well, it is not suitable for
multi-graph datasets, since the learned attention weights from one graph cannot be
applied to another graph.

4.2.1

Methods

We present an end-to-end learning framework for the chemical reaction prediction.
The framework consists of two components: graph embedding for learning comprehensive node and edge representations, and an attention-based Seq2Seq model for
generating the outcomes of chemical reactions.
Given the SMILES strings as the inputs, we first convert strings into molecular
graphs using the RDKIT package. The first step is to employ two edge attention
graph convolution layers (EAGCN)[80] to learn atom feature vectors and the edge
feature vectors. After this step, the node edge representation is fed to a sequence to
sequence model. The whole Graph2Seq model is trained with true dependency from
the graphs. The attention layer and the decoder will focus on not only atoms but also
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chemical bonds during the atom generation procedure. After decoding, we propose
to use a space matching method to limit the output search space, and also validate
the output sequence using the RDKIT library.

4.2.2

Representation Learning on Molecular Graphs

In this section, we introduce three methods for graph representation learning. The
comparison of three methods will show that EAGCN is a suitable way to learn atom
feature vectors and the edge feature vectors.
We denote a graph as G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes with |V | = N , and
E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges with |E| = M . An adjacency matrix A is a square binary
matrix. X is a feature matrix, where the i-th row represents the feature vector of node
i and the j-th column is the vector of feature j for all the nodes. In addition, the edges
in the graph have K number of possible edge attributes. For the layer l, the input
contains a node feature matrix H l ∈ RN × RF , where the i-th row represents features
of the node i. Here F is the number of features in each node. When l is equal to 1, the
input feature matrix H 1 is X. The linear transformation from the input of the layer
0

l to its output is parameterized by matrix coefficients {Wkl ∈ RF × RFk |1 ≤ k ≤ K}.

Traditional Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN).
Graph convolution networks are proposed [15] to learn representations of the nodes
in a graph. Each hidden layer in GCN is formulated as:
1

1

f (H l ) = σ(D− 2 (A + I)D− 2 H l W l ),
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(4.1)

where D is the diagonal node degree matrix. The neighboring information is aggregated for each layer and more global information is learned with deeper layers.
However, only the node representation is learned in GCN and the important edge
information is missing.

Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNN).
Message Passing Neural Networks is a variation of GCN in that it leverages the
assumption of the continuous edge features and introduce a two-phase passing scheme.
The learning phase is defined as:
ml+1
=
n

X

M l (hln , hlu , e(n,u) ),

u∈ne(n)

hnl+1 = U l (hln , ml+1
n )

(4.2)

el(n,u) = El (hln , hlu , el(n,u) ).
The third equation employed edge update [45] and can learn the edge representation of molecule graph. The continuous edge property is suitable to encode distance
information in a molecule graph, but it cannot provide explainable information for
multiple edge features and it cannot handle relations between multiple graphs.
Since MPNN with edge embedding also contains two views (atoms and edges), we
also apply our multi-view attention model on MPNN. However, the atom embedding
is vector for single atom, thus only intra atom/edge attention is applied.
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Edge Attention based GCN (EAGCN).
The edge attention graph convolution layer (EAGCN)[80] provides a promising way to
learn multiple relational strengths (views) of node interactions with neighbors using
the edge attributes. Sharing the attention weights across different molecular graphs
helps to learn the inherently invariant properties in multiple graphs. Meanwhile, with
the edge attention, more reasonable node representations are generated which aggregates neighboring information based on node-to-node interactions. Each EAGCN
layer generates both node and edge representations, as is illustrated in Fig 1.

Figure 4.1: The edge attention based multi-view graph convolutional layer for node and
edge representation learning. Attention dictionary for relation or view k is defined based
on the k th edge attribute. Attention matrix is then formed from the values in the
dictionary. The k generated matrices Alatt,k are fed to EAGCN layer. The output of the
model is a set Hkl of node representations and a set of multi-view edge representations.
For the bond between node p and node q, the edge representation is described as a vector
[Alatt,1 [p][q],Alatt,2 [p][q]...,Alatt,k [p][q]], where k is the number of views.

All the datasets used in the work have K = 6 edge attributes. Each attribute has
several discrete values, which means each attribute has different edge types. For edge
attribute i, all the learnable attention weights assigned for edge types are grouped as
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an edge attention weighted adjacency dictionary Dlk as shown in Figure ??. We have
K different edge attributes for the dataset, as shown in Table 4.1. If the edge feature
contains dk discrete values for the edge attribute k ∈ K, EAGCN creates a dictionary
Dlk ∈ Rdk for modeling the strengths of interaction for edge attribute k in layer l.
The weights {αk,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ dk } in dictionary Dlk will be learned by our model. For
all the edge attributes, a set of dictionaries will be created as {Dl1 , ..., DlK }, which is
not only shared for one graph but also used for all the graphs in the dataset.
Using the dictionary set, EAGCN obtains a set of weighted adjacency matrices
{Alatt,k , 1 ≤ k ≤ K} corresponding to multiple edge attributes. The weight αkl for
edge e in edge attention weighted matrix Alatt,k is obtained by lookup table operations
illustrated in [80]. By combining all the edge attention matrices {Alatt,1 , ..., Alatt,K }, we
get the edge representations tensor A ∈ Rn×n×K . Hence each edge representation
is a K dimensional vector in A, which will be learned during the backpropagation.
Then node representations will be updated and generated using the edge attention
weighted matrices based multi-view graph convolutional layer as below.
In each graph convolution layer, we consider the node information aggregation
over the neighbors followed by a linear transformation:

Rkl+1 = σ(Alatt,k H l Wkl ),

(4.3)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ K, where σ is an activation function. After computing, we get a
0

set {Rkl+1 ∈ RN × RFk |1 ≤ k ≤ K}. Then the node feature matrix Rl+1 is the
concatenation of all the items in this set:

l+1
Rl+1 = [R1l+1 , R2l+1 , ..., RK
].
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(4.4)

Here each row of node feature matrix H l+1 is the node representation. For each
node in the graph, the information is exchanged only with its neighbors within a
graph convolution layer. However, if we consider such information propagation from
layer to layer, the attentions from higher layers learn the interactions of substructures.
EAGCN layer not only fully utilizes the edge information but also can solve two
problems of multiple graphs as input. The first problem we solved is the alignment
problem of multiple graphs for the weighted adjacency matrix. It is hard to determine the order of the adjacency matrix. Our mechanism is only conditioned on the
attention dictionary instead of the neighborhood order. These weights are not only
shared in one graph, but also for all the graphs, which enables us to extract the local
stationary property of the input data by revealing local features that are shared across
all the graphs. The second problem is the varying graph size when there are multiple
graphs as input. Each edge attention layer only needs to learn the edge attribute
weights of the dictionary instead of the traditional weighted adjacency matrix where
the number of weights is related to the size of the graph. So the fixed size of the
dictionary with learnable weights can solve the varying graph size problem.

4.2.3

Nested Seq2Seq Model

In order to translate from the embedded atoms to the sequence of the products, we
propose a nested attention based Seq2Seq for atom representation and edge representation. The Seq2Seq model consists of two distinct recurrent neural networks (RNN):
(1) an encoder that processes the input vector and outputs its representation, and
(2) a decoder that uses this representation to output a probability over a prediction.
For these two RNNs, we apply the long short-term memory (LSTM) [39] considering
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Figure 4.2: The Nested Seq2Seq model. Atom and edge representations provide two
views to the Seq2Seq model. The decoder will focus on both information and decides the
reaction sites.

the potential length of the molecule and the ability to handle long-range relations
in sequences. An LSTM consists of units that process the input data sequentially.
Each unit at each time step t processes an element of the input xt and the network’s
previous hidden state ht−1 . In our model, since both the atom and edge representations are fed to an RNN, we use two separate LSTM units to learn and update atom
representation and edge representation simultaneously. As a consequence, there will
be two outputs for each recurrent state and both of them will be fed to the attention
network. When predicting the product, the decoder will pay attention to not only
the atom information but also on edge information. The structure of the network can
be viewed in Figure 4.2.
Nodes and edges use a different set of parameters but in a nested way. The output
and the hidden state transition of the representation are defined by:
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igt = σ(Wig · xgt + Uig · hḡt−1 + bgi ),
ftg = σ(Wfg · xgt + Ufg · hḡt−1 + bgf ),
ogt = σ(Wog · xgt + Uog · hḡt−1 + bgo ),

(4.5)

cgt = ftg × cḡt−1 + igt × tanh(Wcg · xgt + Ucg · hḡt−1 + bgc ),
hgt = ogt × tanh(cḡt−1 ),
where g ∈ {a, e}. Note that xat denotes the tth element encoded by the output of the
final output of EAGCN. igt , ftg and ogt are the input gates, forget gates, and output
gates, respectively; cgt is the cell state vector; W g , U g and bg are model parameters
learnt during training; σ is the sigmoid function. In order to capture both the forward and backward correlations of a SMILES string, we used a bidirectional LSTM
(BLSTM). A BLSTM processes the input sequences in both directions, so they have
→
−
←
−
context not only from the past but also from the future. hgt and hgt represent the
forward and backward processes, respectively. The hidden states of a BLSTM are
←
− →
−
defined as: hgt = {hgt , hgt }.

The encoder learns a representation of both the atoms and edges, and can be
formalized as Encodeg = f (We · xgt , hgt−1 ).
Note that the input atom representation has multiple view. In the Seq2Seq model,
we use separate sets of weights for different views. And for edge representation, the
each edge is represented by a singe vector, so only one set of weights are adopted in
the Seq2Seq model. The decoder predicts the probability of observing an outcome
ŷ = {ŷ1 , ..., ŷM }:
P (ŷ) = ΠM
i=0 p(ŷi |{ŷ1 , ..., ŷi−1 }).
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(4.6)

4.2.4

Luong’s Attention Mechanism

Observe that the edge attention and node attention are calculated separately, and
both the results are concatenated and fed to the decoder. Similar to Seq2Seq model,
we also adopt Luong’s Attention Mechanism where the context vector is computed
by the attention factor:
exp(sgi · Wαg · Htg )
αitg = PT
g
g
g
t=0 exp(si · Wα · Ht )
T
X
g
αitg · Htg , and ci = [cai |cei ].
ci =

(4.7)

t=0

The attention factor is defined as the concatenation of the two views and is used to
generate the attention vector through a single layer neural network:

ai = tanh(Wb · [cai |cei ]).

(4.8)

This layer learns the function choosing from the important attention of atoms or
bonds. Note that both Wα and Wb are learned weights. Then the attention factor
can be used to compute the probability for a particular output distribution:

p(yi |{y1 , ..., yi−1 }, ai ) = sof tmax(Wp · [ai ]).

4.2.5

(4.9)

Multi-view Attention Mechanism

The attention factor in equation 4.7 can only capture the single view properties.
However, EAGCN provides much more meaningful multi-view information, which
should be utilized carefully. In this subsection, we introduce self attention to model
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correlation between different views inside each atom or edge and mutual attention to
combine information between atoms and edges.

Self Attention
Self attention in each atom/edge is important in chemical reaction process since the
combination of different view may result in different chemical properties. For example,
a carbon atom in a ring will perform very differently with a carbon atom in a triple
bond. So the correlation between views will have significant impact on the attention
score.
To aggregate multiple views for a single atom or single edge, we use trainable
correlation matrix to act as correlation coefficiencies, which will be further utilized to
calculate the final attention score in Seq2Seq model. We adopt two way attention [74]
to model the such correlation. The inter Atom attention is defined as:

σeinter = tanh((H e )T W e H e ),

(4.10)

Σa = tanh((H a )T W a H a ),

(4.11)

and

Where We and Wa are weight correlation matrices to be learned. Note that W a and
We have the same dimension RK × RK but the output will be different because of
the difference of atom representation and edge representation. σeinter is a scalar while
0

0

σa ∈ RFk × RFk .

To reduce the dimension of Σa , instead of using computationally intensive method
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as in [105], we use light weight aggregation method similar to [16] to squeeze the
scoring matrix to a scalar. Here, we pass the atom attentions to a single layer neural
network. Different from [16], we take the operations of both max pooling and average
pooling to generate the self attention scores. The max pooling is to find the view
that have the maximum impact while average pooling is to average the impact from
all the views.
σa0 = σ(Wa Σa ), σa1 = sof tmax(max(Σa ))
σa2 = sof tmax(max(ΣTa )), σa3 = sof tmax(ave(Σa ))

(4.12)

σa4 = sof tmax(ave(ΣTa )),
where g ∈ a, e, max and ave are column-wise operations. The final score is calculated
as:
σainter

4
X
= sof tmax(
λi σai ),

(4.13)

0

4.2.6

Output Validation

In sequence generation RNN, the output length and correctness are out of control
since the search space of the sampling process of the decoder is unbounded. We
use several validation techniques to bound the output search space. The space of a
molecule is defined as M with size of N . The input space is a subspace of a molecule
I K ∈ M , where K is the length of an input atom. The output space is OL , which
is different from the input since the length of the output is different from that of
the reactants. Given two input molecules in I K1 ×K2 , we can further limit the output
space to OL ∈ I K1 ×K2 , and L ≤ K1 + K2 . During the decoder sampling process, we
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can reduce the search space for ŷt at step t as:

Ot ∈ I K1 ×K2 /Ot−1 .

(4.14)

To further validate the output, we use RDKit to check the correctness during the
beam search process. The output distribution can be further formalized as:

p(yi |{y1 , ..., yi−1 }, ci ) = vrd · sof tmax(Wp · ai )

(4.15)

where vrd is the output of the RDkit validation check. Note that vrd is a probability
indicating if the molecule is valid. The lower this probability, the less likely that an
atom will be chosen in the beam search ranking process. However, there is still a
chance that a new molecule that has never been seen before will be selected as the
output.

4.2.7

Results

In this section, we evaluate our pipeline on two commonly evaluated datasets, Lowe’s
grants dataset and Jin’s USPTO dataset. We compare our pipeline with WLDN [44]
and pure Seq2Seq [78] models. To prove the efficiency, we also compare it with different preprocessing steps: (1) One Hot Embedding, (2) GCN with atom embedding,
(3) MPNN with both atom and edge embedding, and (4) EAGCN with both atom
and edge embeddings. To verify the effectiveness of multi-view learning, we evaluate different combinations of views in EAGCN and discuss the insights gained from
experiments.
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4.2.8

Experimental Setup

The node features and edge attributes are extracted using the RDKit. We converted
SMILES into “.mol” format, which contains the molecular structure information used
to build the molecular graph. The input for EAGCN is the molecular graph and then
mapped back to SMILES strings. In order to apply a fixed-size representation, for the
atom pair types whose frequencies are lower than the threshold, we will set the same
attention weight for them in the dictionary. Ten independent runs with different
random seeds are performed and the averages are reported. We use the adaptive
moment (ADAM) optimization algorithm for training the model.
The training and evaluation processes are as follows: 1) Pre-train EAGCN, GCN,
and MPNN using QM-9 dataset. The dataset contains 134K molecules made up of
CHONF. Note that the number of heavy atoms in the chemical reaction is larger
than that in QM9. After pretraining, 2) Connect the output layer of representation
learning network to decocer model. The RNN scan the output of the representation
learning model based on the order of SMILES in both directions and learn the hidden
state. During this procedure, Some edge representations are ignored since SMILES
cannot describe all the graph geometric information. However, by employing two
EAGCN layers, the information of the one-hop neighbors is included in each edge, so
that it covers all the uncovered edges when traversing SMILES. 3) All the networks
are then connected as proposed and jointly trained. 4) The final model is tested
10 times. We pick the network with the highest accuracy to be the final candidate.
We take the output of the candidate representation learning model and feed it to
the Bi-modal decoder network, train the decoder network 10 times and output the
average accuracy. 5) The beam search hyperparameter can be limited to 6 thanks
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Table 4.1: Edge attributes used in molecular graphs

Attribute

Description

Atom Pair
Type

Defined by the type of the
atoms that a bond connects
(e.g., C-C, C-O).
Discrete distances through
Gaussian basis function.
Bond order (single bond, aromatic bond, double bond and
triple bond).
Is aromatic.
Is conjugated.
Is in a ring.

Atom Pair
Distance
Bond Order

Aromaticity
Conjugation
Ring Status

to the output validation process. 6) We adopt the full-sequence accuracy, where a
test prediction is considered correct only if all the tokens are identical to the ground
truth. The models have been implemented using PyTorch and run on Ubuntu Linux
16.04 with NVIDIA Titan RTX Graphics Processing Units.

4.2.9

Edge Attributes

To employ full information of the chemical bond, we include six different attributes,
as shown in Table 4.1. Atom pair type reflects the basic bond energy defined by the
atoms. Atom pair distance, combined with atom pairs, describes the atom-wise force.
Bond order reflects the general bond strength. Aromaticity, Conjugation and Ring
Status reflect the special structure which may not be revealed by the SMILES string.
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4.2.10

Datasets

As mentioned in [78], all the openly available chemical reaction datasets were derived
from the patented text-mining work of Daniel M. Lowe. What makes the dataset
particularly interesting is that the quality and noise correspond well to the data a
chemical company might own. The granted patent is made of 1,808,938 reactions,
which are described using SMILES. The dataset is incomplete and contains noise and
errors. It is not suitable for direct training. To evaluate our model and compare it
with the existing models, we use two reduced pre-processed datasets as reported in
[78] and [44].
Table 4.2: Accuracy results on two commonly used datasets

Model
top-1
WLDN
74.0
Seq2Seq
80.3
GCN+Seq2Seq
80.8
MPNN /o edge+Seq2Seq
80.7
MPNN /w edge+Seq2Seq
86.8
MPNN
/w 87.5
edge+Seq2Seq+intra
attention
EAGCN+Seq2Seq+single
88.1
att
EAGCN+Seq2Seq+multiview 89.7
att

Jin’s USPTO
top-2 top-3
N/A 86.7
84.7
86.2
85.6
86.4
85.9
86.5
90.0
92.2
90.9
93.1

92.3
93.8
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top-5
89.5
87.5
87.9
87.7
93.3
94.5

Lowe’s
top-1 top-2
N/A N/A
65.4
71.8
65.9
72.3
66.3
72.1
74.3
80.1
75.2
80.8

top-3
N/A
74.1
75.8
76.1
83.4
84.3

94.4

95.6

76.2

81.2

84.8

96.0

96.7

78.8

83.1

87.4

4.2.11

Attention Factor

To show the effectiveness of the graph model, we compare the attention factor between
the final model and all the candidates. Note that the correctness of the attention factor in the decoder model is important and to some extent dominates the correctness
of the final output. In this section, we show that the attention factor is predicted
correctly when with edge presentation input and with the correct attention on edges,
the product of the chemical reaction is then correctly induced. The auxiliary notations or the connectivity notations(such as ”(” or ”)”) are ignored in the illustration
but is actually included in the original model. From figure ??, we see that without
edge embedding (GCN and MPNN), the reaction center is not predicted with high
confidence since they focus on the irrelevant parts of the input. Also observe that
for EAGCN without edge embedding, even though the node attention provides some
information of the edges to the nodes, the attention of the decoder is not correctly
focused. With edge information provided, the model pay some attention to the reaction center and are more focused compared to models without edge attention. Here
more focus means less distraction by other atoms when building the new connection
of the true reaction center. Moreover, multi-view achieve the most focus and accurate
attention then all the others.
Another phenomenon is that when selecting the output atom, the attention is
paid on not only the atom from the input but also the edge representation after
the previous atom and before the next candidate atom, indicating that the decoder
understands the mechanism on locating the reaction center.
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Figure 4.3: Visualization for attention factor. Top left: GCN+Seq2Seq, Top right:
MPNN+Seq2Seq, Bottom left: EAGCN+Seq2Seq, Bottom right:
EAGCN+Seq2Seq+Multiview attention

4.2.12

Comparison Results

We first show the results for Jin’s pre-processed dataset in Table 4.2 in columns 2
to 5. The results are categorized into two groups. Group 1 includes the preprocessing without edge embedding, i.e., GCN and MPNN. Group 2 includes MPNN and
EAGCN with edge embedding. Note that since Jin’s dataset is well cleaned with
less noise, all the models can achieve a high accuracy. Models with edge embedding
achieve state-of-the-art prediction accuracy. In this Table, we also show the results
on Lowe’s dataset in columns 6 to 8. As we see, the average accuracy of with edge
embedding is significantly better than only atom embedding. This indicates that
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atom representation alone is not enough to describe the property of the bond and
thus not helpful to find the reaction center. With edge embedding, both atom and
edge representations are output and being considered in the inference attention step,
thus the overall prediction accuracy is improved.
Specifically, EAGCN with edge embedding slightly outperforms MPNN in that
the multi-view model learns more information from the graph than directly from
message passing. As is shown in table 4.2, edge embedding models outperform the
state-of-the-art on both datasets, and the improvement margin of Lowe’s dataset is
higher than Jin’s dataset. This shows that the model can handle complex and noisy
datasets.
Moreover, we compare the results with single attention and multi-view attention
on MPNN and EAGCN. In MPNN, we use intra atom and edge attention only. Both
model with multi-view attention perform a clear improvement in all cases. And the
improvement in EAGCN is higher than the improvement in MPNN, indicating the
effectiveness of considering both inter and intra correlations.
Table 4.3: Results of different views of EAGCN.
Model
View1
View2
View3
View4
All
views

Jin’s USPTO
top-1 top-3 top-5
82.5
87.6
89.7
80.1
89.8
91.3
78.2
82.5
83.3
86.7
93.7
94.8
88.1 94.4 95.6
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top-1
71.2
70.2
62.8
75.1
76.2

Lowe’s
top-2
78.3
77.7
69.6.1
80.9
81.2

top-3
81.3
80.9
72.6
84.1
84.8

4.2.13

Multi-view Analysis

We further run experiments showing the effectiveness of multi-view learning. We
modify the EAGCN model with view of 1) atom pair only, 2) atom distance only,
3) bond type only, 4) atom pair, distance, and bond order, and 5) all views. We
show the results in Table 4.3. All the single view representation learning methods
failed to achieve a high accuracy. Moreover, the view with only bond type performs
significantly worse than the other views. On the other hand, the single view with only
atom pair outperforms other single view models. When comparing view4 (atom pair,
distance, and bond order) with full views model, the accuracy drop is moderate. Views
of aromaticity, conjugation, and ring status contain partial structural information
with a moderately significant impact on the outcome prediction.

4.3

Conclusion

In this work we address an important problem in Materials Genomics, i.e., that of
predicting the outcomes of chemical reactions. To encode molecules with full information, we employ different graph embedding methods: graph convolution, message
passing network(MPNN) and multi-view edge attention graph convolution(EAGCN)
model to learn both node and edge representations. To further employ the multi-view
embedding information, we propose self and mutual attention method working with
MPNN and EAGCN. Compared with the pure Seq2Seq model, our model includes
the edge information which is important in predicting the reaction centers. Compared
with single attention models, the attention factor of our method incorporate correlations among different aspects, providing higher confidence attention scores. Empirical
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results reveal that the end to end pipeline achieves a superior accuracy compared to
all the algorithms that have been published in the literature for the same problem.
We also believe that the paradigm we have introduced in this work is of independent
interest in the machine learning domain in general.
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Chapter 5
Neuron Architecture Search with
Distillation

5.1

Introduction

Modern neural network structures are mostly designed by humans such as convolutional neural networks(CNN) and its variances such as ResNet, DenseNet, and MobileNet. Recently, automatic machine learning(AutoML) and Neuron Architecture
Search(NAS) show a great potential for finding hyperparameters and structures of
the neural network. For example, Neuron Architecture Search Net(NASNET) is a
kind of neural network designed by a Reinforcement Learning(RL) based agent, and
outperforms other human-designed structures on Imagenet dataset. Moreover, EfficientNet combines the human-designed block with the automatic architecture search
and generates a more efficient and accurate network structure than the other models. EfficientNet shows good potential to search for a light-weight, compact, and
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efficient neural network structure. In this chapter, we propose a Neuron Architecture
Search(NAS) method based on distillation to generate an efficient neural network
structure.
AutoML designs part/all of the machine learning model by machine instead of
a human. For example, Gaussian Process(GP) is widely used in automatic hyperparameter tuning for machine learning models instead of tuning by hand. GP model
also provides interpretability for different combinations of hyper-parameters. Active
learning and reinforcement learning are also incorporated in the GP prediction procedure for a faster and more efficient searching process.
Neuron Architecture Search(NAS) is a part of AutoML to automatically search
for the structure of the neural networks. Due to the high complexity of the neural
network structure, traditional AutoML methods such as the Gaussian process failed
to handle the discrete and time-consumption search process. Reinforcement Learning(RL) based search is proposed for NAS recently where an RL agent is learned to
propose a neural network structure as action and the corresponding neural network is
trained until convergence as the feedback to the RL agent. The RL agent is then updated based on the accuracy of the proposed structure. At convergence, the structure
proposed by the RL agent can achieve comparable or better performance compared
with human-designed models. Multiple structures are generated by the RL agent and
the best model is picked as the final architecture.
Recently, the architecture searched by NAS outperforms the human-designed
model but with a significant drawback: the searching time very long and the searching cost is extremely high. For example, to search for an architecture of a simple
CIFAR-10 dataset, the searching time is approximately 6000 GPU days for the reinforcement learning-based searching algorithm, which is not affordable for most appli69

cations. To tackle the problem, several efficient neuron architecture search algorithms
are proposed. For example, to reduce the long model training time for the proposed
structure, an early stopping accuracy is adopted to replace the convergence accuracy. Efficient Neuron Architecture Search(ENAS) is proposed to share the trainable
parameters in the same block between different architectures. The architecture evaluation is much faster than training from scratch and the total searching time can
be reduced to several days. Moreover, Differentiable Architecture Search(DARTS)
is proposed to change the inefficient discrete optimization problem into a continuous
one by relaxing the discrete architecture parameters to continuous parameters which
are trainable by gradient descent algorithm. DARTS can further reduce the searching
time to approximately one day.
However, several problems have been aroused during the relaxation process. First
of all, unfairness is introduced into the searching process. Shallow architectures are
more likely to be picked for the agent/optimizer since shallow architectures are easy to
converge than deep architectures even though the deep ones have better convergence
accuracy. Second, the gradient descent algorithm is greedy with less exploration. The
resulting structure highly relies on the initialization. Third, the smoothness of the
loss surface of the architecture parameters has a significant influence on the result.
In this chapter, we propose a distillation based neuron architecture search, where the
searching is guided by transferring information from a deep and powerful network. In
addition, a sparse regularizer is proposed to work with the architecture search process
to generate more efficient architectures.
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5.2
5.2.1

Related Works
Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge Distillation(KD) is one effective algorithm for model compression for neural networks and is first proposed by [37] in 2015. The idea of KD is to transfer
knowledge from a powerful, large and complex network(teacher network) to a compact, fast and efficient network(student network). For the student model, apart from
the loss for the hard label, a distillation loss from the output of the teacher model is
computed and back-propagated. The distillation loss using the soft label transfers the
knowledge from the teacher network to the student network. The distillation scheme
is illustrated as follow:

Figure 5.1: Knowledge Distillation Illustration

In knowledge distillation, a small student model is supervised by a large teacher
model. The key problem is how to transfer the knowledge from the teacher model
to the student model. Multiple transfer scheme has been proposed [30] and in this
work, we utilize the soft label distillation proposed in [37] and the idea of block-wise
distillation proposed in [94].
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5.2.2

Neural Architecture Search

Neural Architecture Search(NAS) is a set of algorithms of AutoML, which aims to
design a network architecture using limited computing resources in an automated
way with as little human intervention as possible. Early works of NAS use traditional
machine learning algorithms such as Gaussian Process Regression(GPR) [46] to generate the hyperparameters of the neural network. However, with the growing size of
the neural network, as well we the larger number of hyperparameter to predict, more
and more complex predicting models have been proposed. In 2016, [110] pioneers
using reinforcement learner as an agent of the NAS and the accuracy of the generated network as the feedback for the reinforcement learner. However, the stability of
the RL learner is hard to control for large scale network structures. To stabilize the
searching result, [68] proposes an evolution algorithm to gradually converge to the
optimal structure. However, both techniques have the same drawback - extremely
long searching time. It usually takes more than thousands of GPU days for RL based
search on a small CIFAR-10 dataset since the proposed model needs to be trained
until convergence, which is very time-consuming for the larger model and dataset
such as ResNet-101 on ImageNet.

Figure 5.2: RL based Neural Network Search

Recently, several efficient algorithms are proposed. For example, cell-based search
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is proposed to reduce the searching space and the searching time. The whole structure
is built by stacking the same cell repeatedly. [65] shows the efficiency of the cell based
search. Moreover, to reduce the evaluation time on the environment evaluation, [65]
propose weight sharing among the same structure that is proposed during all the
search runs.
To further reduce the search time, a continuous searching space algorithm is proposed. For each candidate operation, a separate architecture parameter is associated
with the corresponding operation. [51] relaxes the discrete search space by a continuous space by taking the softmax of all possible operations between two nodes,
where the softmax function provides gradient for all the candidate operations. However, several biases have been introduced. First, the model tends to select a shallow
candidate instead of deep ones even if the deep networks have better convergence
accuracy. An architecture that performs better in the early stage will more likely
to be trained. The reason behind this is due to the random initialization and the
”greedy” nature of the gradient descent algorithm. Even if we stack more cells to
generate a deeper structure, the accuracy is even worse than the shallow ones, since
the structure of the deep layers should be different than the shallow layers. Secondly,
the search results highly rely on the smoothness of the loss surface of the architecture
parameters. The smaller absolute value of the Hessian of the loss function will create
a more smooth loss surface which contributes to a better local minimum of the search
network. Third, the result of the cell-based search cannot be generalized to different
layers for a deep network. The structure of the shallow layers should be different
from the structure of the deep layers. Last, there is a gap between the continuous
structure and the discrete ones since only one of the best operations will be selected
in the model evaluation procedure. The discrepancy is inevitable and maybe large
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piratically.

[100] is proposed to reduce the gap by replacing the softmax function

with Gumbel softmax.

5.3

Methods

In this section, we will first introduce the continuous neural architecture search(NAS)
algorithm, followed by the integration with the block-wise distillation for NAS.

5.3.1

Differentialbe Neural Architecture Search

The Differentialbe Neural Architecture Search(DARTS) is proposed by [51]. The
main idea is to relax the discrete search algorithm into continuous ones so that they
can be optimized by gradient descent.

Figure 5.3: DARTS Algorithm

For node i and j, several candidate operations are predefined and grouped as the
search space O. For each candidate operation o(x) between node i and j for input x,
an architecture parameter αoi,j is proposed to represent the weight of such operation.
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The aggregated operation of all possible candidates between node i and j is defined
as the weighted sum:
ōi,j =

X
o∈O

exp(αoi,j )
P
i,j o(x).
exp(α
0
o0 )
o ∈O

(5.1)

Note that the weight for each candidate is the softmax of the associated architecture parameter. The form follows the attention mechanism where architecture
parameter can be treated as attention for each operation. The search for all candidates can be treated as an continuous optimization problem defined as:

αoi,j0 = argmax αoi,j

(5.2)

o∈O

To train the network and search for the optimal architecture, a bi-level optimization problem is formulated:

min Lval (w∗ (α), α)

(5.3)

s.t. w∗ (α) = arg min Ltrain (w, α)

(5.4)

α

w

Note that piratically, we will not obtain optimal w∗ (α) due to the long training
time. Generally, the first order or second-order approximation of equation 5.4 will
be used to replace the optimal w∗ (α). So the training is transformed into iterative
optimization to optimize network weights and architecture parameters at the same
time.
To better reduce the discrepancy, we employ the gumbel softmax proposed by the
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SNAS paper to replace equation 5.1, which is defined as:

woi,j = P

exp((logαoi,j + Gi,j
o )/λ)
,
i,j
i,j
exp((logα
+
G
)/λ)
0
o
o
o ∈O

(5.5)

where
i,j
Gi,j
o = − log(− log(Uo )))

(5.6)

is the Gumbel random variable and Uoi,j is a uniform distribution. λ is the temperature
of that controls the softmax function and will be steadily annealed to be close to zero
at convergence. The details of the gradient of woi,j can be found in [100].

5.3.2

Distillation Loss

The general distillation uses logits to pass information. Suppose the last layer of the
teacher model generates a set of logits z, and i refers to the i − th class. And then
the probability that the input belongs to the i − th class can be represented as:
exp(zi )
pi = P
j exp(zj )

(5.7)

The output of the student network will try to match the logits of the teacher
network by a soft probability defined as:
exp(zi /T )
pi = P
,
j exp(zj /T )

(5.8)

where the T refers to the temperature that controls the importance of each soft
target. When T → ∞, all probability from different classes are equal. However, when
T → 0, the soft label becomes hard one-hot encoding.
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The distilled loss is defined to match the soft logits between the teacher model
and the student model as follows:

Ldis =

X

−pi (zti , T )log(pi (zsi , T ))

(5.9)

i

In this work, we use the soft loss for the output logits as well as the intermediate
values between blocks.

5.3.3

Block-wise Neural Architecture Search with Distillation

We show the illustration of the algorithm in the figure 5.4:
The left hand size is the teacher model with a fixed network structure, and the
right hand size is the student model with a learnable network structure. The student
network has two groups of losses. The first group is the hard label loss from the
dataset. The second group is the distillation loss from the teacher model. In this
illustration figure, both the teacher and student model contain three blocks. Note
that different from the cell based NAS where the structure for all cells are the same,
the NAS blocks in the student model are different so that the structure of deep layers
and shallow layers will be different.
For the intermediate results between blocks, we propose to add block-wise distillation loss Lbi to pass meaningful information from teacher network to student network.
Note that for the large teacher network, there is no need to add distillation loss for
each block. Piratically, the number of blocks of the teacher model may not be the
same as the number of blocks of the student model. The block-wise loss only applied
to the critical points of the network instead of each block of the teacher network. In
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the block wise distillation algorithm
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other words, one block in the student network may represent multiple blocks of the
teacher network for the model efficiency.
The final loss of the student model is defined as the weighted sum between real
world loss and distillation loss:

Ltotal = βLhard + (1 − β)(λ1 Ldis + λ2

X

Lbi )

(5.10)

i

The block wise loss is defined as the 1-norm between output feature maps:

Lb (sb , tb ) = ||sb − tb ||1

5.3.4

(5.11)

Parallel Block-wise Pretraining

To further accelerate the training, we propose a parallel pretraining method to search
for the architecture guided only by the teacher block without hard label loss, which
is illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 5.5: Parallel Block-wise Pretraining

The input for the student NAS block i is not from the output of its previous NAS
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block i-1, but directly from the teacher block i-1. The output of the NAS block will
be compared with the output of the teaching block to provide a gradient to the NAS
search. All the student NAS blocks can now be pretrained separately by dumping the
intermediate results of the teacher blocks. The pre-training speed can be accelerated
linearly with the number of GPUs.
The pre-trained model will then be stacked together as one network and will be
fine-tuned using the structure in Fig 5.4.

5.4

Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct experiments on the NAS with distillation on different
datasets at different FLOPS level. Note that the FLOPS level can be roughly controlled by defining the number of blocks of the student network. We will first introduce
the settings and dataset, followed by the results of different datasets.

5.4.1

Settings and Dataset

We use the EfficientNet-B7 as the teacher model due to state-of-art accuracy and
the low computation cost. We split the EfficientNet-B7 into [6,8,12,16,20,24] blocks
for different model size and complexity. The search space is similar to [100], where
convolutional cells (parent graphs) of 7 nodes are stacked multiple times to form
a network. Note that to match the output channel size, the reduced operation is
manually designed. The teacher model is pretrained and will remain fixed during the
architecture search. The training dataset is split into two parts by a 7:3 ratio for
weight training and architecture parameter training. For the parallel pre-training,
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80% of the total epochs are set for parallel pretraining, and 20% will be used for
fine-tuning.
We use 0.001 as the start learning rate for the first block and 0.002 for all the
other blocks. We use Adam as our optimizer and reduce the learning rate by 0.9 every
epoch, the batch size is set to 4096. The searching is done using 8 NVIDIA Tesla
v100 with 32GB memory each. For the original weights training, we use RMSprop
optimizer with momentum 0.9 and an initial learning rate of 0.256 which decays by
0.97 every 2.4 epochs

5.4.2

Results for ImageNet Dataset

We compare our results with other models with the same FLOPS level.
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FLOPs

200M

300M

400M

Methods

FLOPs(M) Top-1 Accuracy

Top-5 Accuracy

MobileNetV3[41]

219

75.2%

-

AtomNAS-A[57]

258

74.6%

92.1%

FBNet-B[98]

295

74.1%

91.7%

Ours(KD-NAS)

261

75.8%

93.3%%

Ours(PKD-NAS)

288

75.5%

93.1%

FairNAS-A[13]

388

75.3%

92.4%

FBNet-C[98]

375

74.9%

-

MoGA-A[12]

304

75.9%

92.8%

SCARLET-A[11]

365

76.9%

93.4%

Proxyless-R[8]

320

74.6%

92.2%

EfficientNet-B0[88]

399

76.3%

93.2%

Ours(KD-NAS)

353

77.2%

93.3%

Ours(PKD-NAS)

371

76.9%

93.5%

NASNet-A[111]

564

74.0%

91.6%

Proxyless GPU[8]

465

75.1%

92.3%

DARTS[51]

574

73.3%

91.3%

MnasNet-A3[87]

403

76.7%

93.3%

Ours(KD-NAS)

432

77.5%

93.5%

Ours(PKD-NAS)

492

77.7%

93.8%

The results show that our proposed method performs better in all 200M, 300M,
and 400M FLOPs levels and achieves state-of-art top-1 and top-5 accuracy on ImageNet dataset. At each level, our model FLOPs is smaller than the previous state-ofart model with better accuracy.
Moreover,
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5.5

Conclusion

In this work, we propose to combine differentiable neural architecture search with
knowledge distillation to generate better neural network structures. The Gumbel
softmax is used to reduce evaluation discrepancy, and distillation loss in the intermediate blocks are introduced to guide the searching for deep layers in the network.
Comparing with previous works, our method can achieve deep structure and overcome
the greedy nature of the gradient descent algorithm. We conduct an experiment on
the popular ImageNet dataset, and the result shows our model achieves state-of-art
performance with compact network size and FLOPs.
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Chapter 6
Model Compression for Molecular
Property Prediction

6.1

Introduction

Molecular property prediction for a given molecule is critical for applications such as
drug discovery and material genomics [36]. For example, automatic algorithms for
molecular property prediction can significantly accelerate the drug discovery procedure, thousands of compounds need to be screened. Without an accurate and fast
algorithm, the screening is extremely time and cost consuming. With a high accurate
prediction model, the property for not only the known molecules but also new, unknown molecules can be predicted. Moreover, the predictor can also be incorporated
into the generating model as the environment evaluating unit.
To address this problem, several molecular property prediction algorithms based
on traditional machine learning methods such as linear regression, support vector
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machine, random forest, or naive Bayesian, have been explored. Compared to human
evaluation, these quantitative structure-activity relationship(QSAR) methods provide
an alternative but efficient way to evaluate the properties of molecules. The inputs of
these models are descriptors of the molecules, which transforms chemical information
encoded within a symbolic representation of a molecule into a useful number or the
result of some standardized experiment. However, descriptors are indirect features
that can be inferred for the structure of the molecules, which do not fully utilize the
information contains in a molecule.
Recently, deep learning has shown great success in structure representation learning such as computer vision, natural language processing, and graph representation
learning. To embrace the full information of a molecule deep learning-based structure
methods have been proposed to direct inference from the structure of the molecules.
In these models, inputs are fingerprints or coordinates of each atom in a molecule, and
the prediction only relies on the structure information of molecules. In this work, we
apply model compression on fingerprint based model in order to build a high accuracy
model.
However, even the deep neural network shows promising and high accuracy results, the model is much more complex and takes a long time to train and evaluate
comparing with the traditional methods. For example, to train a continuous-filter
convolutional neural network for molecule property prediction, it will take several
days for a dataset will ten thousand molecules containing only 5 basic type of atoms,
which is only a small portion of the GDB-17 chemical universe which consists of 166
billion organic molecules [71]. For a larger dataset, more complex model with higher
capacity will be applied and the training and evaluation time will be further increased.
To speed up the training and evaluation process, we propose a model compression
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technique to reduce the complexity of the deep learning model. In this work, we
employ a major technique of model compression - neural network pruning on one of
the popular predicting model, continuous-filter convolutional neural network(SchNet)
for molecular property prediction. We compare different pruning strategies including
magnitude-based pruning, sensitivity based pruning, and gradient based pruning AutoPrune. We further propose to incorporate attention mechanisms into the pruning
process to improve the pruning stability as well as provide certain interpretability of
the model, since interpretability is important to the material community for a better
understanding of the model. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct
extensive experiments on the QM9 dataset to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
model.
The contribution of this work are: 1) We are the first to apply neural network
pruning to deep learning model for material genomics and drug discovery. 2) We
applied different pruning strategies on the same prediction model. 3) We propose to
combine attention factor with gradient based pruning. 4) We do pruning on a scale
up base mode and achieve better performance than the base model on the same model
size. 5) We conduct extensive experience to show the effectiveness or our proposed
model.

6.2
6.2.1

Related Works
Machine learning models for molecular prediction

Molecule property prediction based on the traditional machine learning model is
widely investigated. For example, [86] proposed a random forest model with de86

scriptors. However, the dataset evaluated is relatively small(less than 500 molecules).
In 2016, XGBoost model for descriptor inputs is proposed[82], where the classifier is
replaced with the state-of-art boosting model. The method achieves high accuracy
with a large scale dataset(more than 2000) but the dataset evaluated in the paper
is proprietary, which is not accessible by majorities. Recently, an assemble method
based on descriptors is proposed [23], which includes random forest, support vector
machine, Cubist, Gaussian process regression, XGBoost and deep neural network.
This work achieves comparatively high accuracy on a dataset with 4000 molecules.
However, due to the nature of ensemble method, the whole model is extremely complex and redundant, and the dataset is relatively small.
For the Fingerprint based methods, [81] proposed an SVM based method on
fingerprint inputs. The dataset evaluated in the paper is relatively small(¡1500) and
the model training and evaluation are relatively slow. In 2018, [107] proposed a
neural network based model for the fingerprint inputs. The approach uses a fully
connected deep neural network and the input format is extended connectivity fingerprint(ECFP). This work shows a good potential of using deep neural networks for the
molecule property prediction. However, the model in the paper is naive DNNs without a carefully designed structure for the molecule prediction task. [106] proposed
a lightGBM model on both descriptor and fingerprint inputs. The model is accurate
and with high scalability. Both types of inputs can be supported and the size of the
data is up to 10000 molecules.
As we discussed before, descriptors and fingerprints are intermediate variables
that contain only partial information of the original molecule graph. Recently, advanced neural network models with molecular property prediction specific design are
proposed to better utilize the full information of a molecule. Deep tensor neural
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networks (DTNN) is proposed by [76] are inspired by the many-body Hamiltonian
applied to the interactions of atoms. The method achieves high accuracy on a small
dataset of molecular dynamics trajectories. The proposed the convolution kernel is
invariance but lack the interpretation. enn-s2s [24] proposed a graph based network
with bond type features in addition to interatomic distances and achieved state-of-art
performance on all properties of the QM9 benchmark. The information from atoms
and bonds are aggregated by a trainable aggregation function. However, the input is
discretized using one-hot encoding and the potential energy surface is discontinuities
as a consequence. SchNet [79] overcome the discontinuity of the message passing
network by introducing continuous-filter convolutional layers and the inputs remain
continuous. Such improvement makes the model effective for molecular dynamics
predictions.

6.2.2

Neural network pruning methods for deep neural networks

Neural network pruning is an efficient method to reduce network complexity and
improve the training and testing speed. Pruning for deep neural networks is first
proposed by [34]. The proposed method is a global magnitude-based weight pruning
where the smallest weights are removed from the network. However, the magnitude
based pruning cannot reach a high pruning ratio since there is no clue that magnitude
is the deterministic factor for the important of a weight. Sensitivity based pruning
is proposed by [32], where the most sensitive weights are removed. The approach
achieved a better pruning ratio with the same accuracy, but still not flexible and
requires extensive hyper-parameter pruning. To further improve the pruning ratio and
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automatic prune redundant weights, [99] propose to train a weekly coupled auxiliary
network to learn if a weight can be removed. And the method also supports recovery
if a weight is wrongly removed. The method achieves state-of-art performance on the
pruning ratio. In this work, we compare three different pruning methods on SchNet.
Moreover, we improve the Autoprune by introducing attention factors. Attention
proposed by Attention for molecular property prediction is proposed in [95] where
a pretrained BERT-liked structure is for molecule graphs and SMILES [96] strings
are used as input. [40] shows that decoding based approach improves data efficiency
of the model.

[56] bring attention to chemical structures, which achieves strong

empirical performance. In this work, we introduce attention into the convolution
aggregation layer of SchNet, which will also be used as part of the pruning technique.

6.3

Methods

In this section, we will first introduce the background of the SchNet structure, and
the preliminaries of neural network pruning algorithms, followed by the proposed
attention based pruning method and the discussion.

6.3.1

SchNet

SchNet is first introduced in ”A continuous-filter convolutional neural network for
modeling quantum interactions” [75]. The author propose a continues convolution
filtering layer to aggregate information of neighbor atoms in a molecule. A dynamic
filtering kernel is defined to generate high level representations of the distance between
atom paires. The structure of SchNet is illustrated in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: SchNet Model, from [75]

The figure on the left side is the general structure of SchNet, which consists of
one embedding layer, three interaction blocks, one atom wise embedding layer and
two nonlinear transformation layer. The input to the embedding layer is the one hot
encoding of the atoms inside a molecule, and the atom will be fed to a fully connected
layer to generate the embedding of the input atoms. The embedding is then fed to
the interaction layer to learn high-level embedding based on the neighbors for each
atom in the molecule.
The structure of the interaction block in SchNet is illustrated in the middle figure.
The structure is a variation of ResNet where a skip link is introduced to generate a
better gradient for the first several layers of a deep network. For the residue part of
the interaction block, the input is the atom embedding from the previous layer. And
the input is fed to another non-linear transformation for convolution, followed by a
convolution layer to generate an aggregated embedding based on the neighbor information. The aggregated embedding will then be fed to a nonlinear transformation as
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the output of the interaction block. The atom-wise layer at level l is defined as:

= σ(W l xli + b)
xl+1
i

(6.1)

The structure of the interaction block is defined in the right figure. The inputs
are of the interaction block are from the atom embedding and coordinate of each
atom in the molecule. To incorporate the distance information between atom i and
atom j, the euclidean distance between atom i and j will be fed to the RBF function
to generate a discrete embedding. The distance embedding will then be nonlinear
transformed as the output of the convolution kernel. Given the convolution kernel,
the convolution operation is defined as:

xl+1
=
i

X

xlj

W l (ri , rj ),

(6.2)

j∈N

where W l (ri , rj ) is the convolution kernel of the atom i and atom j.
After the convolution operation, a new embedding of atom i will be generated
and will be fed as the embedding for the next interaction block. At the final layer,
a sum pooling is introduced to aggregate all information from atoms in a molecule,
and generate a single scalar as the property of the molecule.

6.3.2

Neural Network Pruning

In this work, several pruning methods are implemented and compared, including
magnitude based pruning, sensitivity based pruning, and our previously proposed
method, AutoPrune, where a set of architecture parameters are introduced for each
of the layers in the network, and a regularizer on architecture parameters is employed
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to increase the sparsity of the network.
For the magnitude base pruning, we follow the idea of [34] and gradually remove the smallest parameters and fine-tune the rest of parameters. Note that the
k-smallest weights are removed each round, and the network will be fine-tuned after the removal. For the sensitivity based pruning, we employ the dynamic network
surgery and remove the parameters with less damage to the output. Similar to [34],
weights are gradually removed and a pruning ratio vs accuracy drop cureve can be
obtained. For the automatic network pruning, the vanilla pruning process is defined
as a bi-level optimization problem defined as:

min L1 = min
w

w

min L2 = min
m

m

N
X
i=1
N
X

L(f (xi , W

h(M )), yi ) + λR(W ), xi ∈ Xtrain ,

(6.3)

L(f (xi , W

h(M )), yi ) + µR(h(M )), xi ∈ Xval ,

(6.4)

i=1

where M are architecture parameters, h is a step function, and R is the L0 regularizer
for architecture weights M . Since the gradient of the step function is not defined,
we use straight forward estimator(STE) to approximate the coarse gradient of the
step function. The training data is split into train and eval part and the two step
optimization is done in different part of the data for better generalization.
The original paper suggest to use LeakyReLU to reach faster pruning, but in
this work, to improve the pruning ratio and better convergence, we employ the softplus coarse gradient for the step function in the optimization procedure. And the
parameter update rule in the Autoprune paper is also employed.
We also apply the weakly coupled update rule of Autoprune parameteres to sta-
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bilize the pruning process, where architecture parameters M are updated as:


∂Lacc
∂h(mij )
sgn(wij )
mij := mij − η
∂tij
∂mij


−µ

∂h(mij )
∂mij

(6.5)

And the L0 regularization of architecture parameters is defined as the count of
non pruned weights in the network:

R(h(M )) =

X

|h(mij )| = count(h(M )).

(6.6)

i,j

6.3.3

SchNet Convolution Kernel Pruning with Attention
Factor

Pruning on Convolution Kernel
The pruning algorithm in the previous section can only be applied on the embedding
or atom-wise dense layers in the SchNet model, however, the convolution operation
is not reduced. To further tackle the pruning on the convolution kernel, we also add
the architecture parameters on the convolution kernel:

xil+1 =

X

l l
xj
f (mij )αij

W l (ri , rj ),

(6.7)

j∈N

where the mij refers to the architecture parameter for atom i and atom j pair. f is
a step function with softplus coarse gradient and the output will 0 or 1 represents
pruned or kept of a certain kernel. If a certain kernel is pruned, the convolution
weights W l (ri , rj ), and the corresponding dense and shifted softplus layers will also
be removed from the network.
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Attention Factor as Architecture Parameter
Moreover, we improve the kernel pruning by replacing the single scalar mij by attention factor. The intuition behind is that the original architecture parameter mij
contains the full freedom and its value is uncorrelated with the importance of of a
neighbor atom. To introduce the neighbor importance into the pruning process, we
first introduce attention factor as:

zil , zjl = W l xli , W l xlj

(6.8)

elij = LeakyReLU (al (zil , zjl , W l (ri , rj ))))
l
αij
= sof tmax(elij )

(6.9)
(6.10)

And the convolution operation of SchNet is modified as:

xl+1
=
i

X

αij xlj

W l (ri , rj ).

(6.11)

j∈N

To incorporate attention into pruning, we replace the architecture parameter with
a function of the attention factor defined as:

m
e ij = tanh(g(zil , zjl , tj ))),

(6.12)

where g(·) is a trainable linear transformation function with output dimension equals
to one. The parameters of the function are dedicated for pruning purpose and will
be set a different learning rate. Note that we do not directly use the attention factor
as architecture parameters since they are served for different tasks. The magnitude
of attention factor doesn’t have determinate relationship with pruning. Here, we
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only use partial information from the attention factor to construct a new architecture
parameters. The tanh function returns both positive and negative value so that we
can further apply step function on it for the pruning propose. Note that the new
architecture parameter is more powerful compared with the mij since it contains
more information about the neighbor atom.

Attention Vectors for Different Atoms
To better incorporate the importance of the neighbors during the pruning process, we
propose a attention vector tr for each type of atom, where r represents the group for a
certain type atom. In this work, for each atom appears in the dataset, we create one
associate attention vector. And intermediate score for the attention factor is defined
as:

qeijl = al · (zil , zjl , W l (ri , rj ), tr ))

(6.13)

elij = LeakyReLU (e
qijl )

(6.14)

l
αij
= sof tmax(elij )

(6.15)

where zj represents the embedding for neighbor atom j, tr represents the attention
embedding for the type of the neighbor atom, and a represents the trainable attention
parameters.
All attention vectors are concatenated as one attention embedding table. For each
input atom j as the neighbor of atom i, the attention embedding for the neighbor j
will be lookup from the embedding table, and will be used to calculate the embedding.
Note that the final attention factor reflects not only the importance of the neighbor
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embedding, but also the importance of the type of the neighbor atom.
The generating process for attention factor and architecture parameters is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 6.2: Attention generating process

6.4

Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments on the network pruning with
different pruning methods. We will first introduce the settings and dataset. Second,
we will compare the result of the different pruning method. Third, we will show the
ablation study of our proposed method to justify the effectiveness of the attention
based pruning method. Finally, we will show the attention factor that provides the
interpretability of the prediction model.

6.4.1

Settings and Dataset

The experiment of this work is conducted on the QM9 dataset [71, 67]. The dataset
contains 134k stable small organic molecules made up of CHONF. These molecules
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correspond to the subset of all 133,885 species with up to nine heavy atoms (CONF)
out of the GDB-17 chemical universe of 166 billion organic molecules. We split the
whole dataset into 40% training, 40& validation, and 20% for testing. Please note
that training and validation data are used for the two level optimization separately.
The property we used is the energy of the molecule.
For the platform, we run our model on a single TITAN RTX GPU with 25G
memory, Ryzen Threadripper 2nd, 64GB memory. The model is coded in python
with PyTorch and numpy package. Part of the code is based on the contribution
by [77].
The initial learning for the network weights is set to 0.01 at the beginning and is
gradually reduced to 1e-5. The learning rate for the parameters of the function g(·)in
equation 6.12 is set to 0.001. The dimension of the atom type embedding is set to 32.

6.4.2

Results for Different Pruning Method

In this subsection, we show the result of the pruning ratio vs accuracy drop curve for
different pruning methods, as shown in the following figure:
The base MAE is 0.0433 eV. From the result, there are several observations. First,
for pruning ratio smaller than 30 percent, all pruning methods achieve moderate MAE
drop, however, AutoPrune retains the smallest MAE drop(0.0001 eV). Second, by
increasing the pruning ratio, the MAE of all pruning methods increases. However,
magnitude based pruning and sensitivity based pruning failed to achieve reasonable
MAE at 50 percent or higher pruning ratio. Vanilla AutoPrune method is more
stable at a high pruning ratio, but our proposed attention based AutoPrune has
better performance on a high pruning ratio.
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Figure 6.3: Comparing different pruning methods on SchNet

Note that the improvement of the Autoprune based method is not only on the
dense part of the network, but also on the convolution kernel, which cannot be removed by the traditional magnitude based pruning and sensitivity based pruning.
If only consider the dense layer for Autoprune, the pruning stability decreased but
still outperform other methods. The improvement from the dense only Autoprune to
Autoprune is because of the pruning on convolution kernels, and the improvement
from the Autoprune to the attention based Autoprune is from the proposed attention
architecture factors.

6.4.3

Speedup for Pruned Network

In this subsection, we pick the structure of our proposed attention with AutoPrune
method. For pruned structures, we train the models from scratch and summarize the
actual training time till convergence at typical accuracy drop points:
The training time and evaluation time are normalized between 0 and 1. In this
figure, we can observe that the training and evaluation time decrease non-linearly with
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Figure 6.4: Speedup During Training and Evaluation for Different Pruning Ratio

the pruning ratio, while the evaluation time decreases faster than the training time.
However, both training and evaluation time decrease slower than the pruning ratio
and becomes saturated with high pruning ratio. At the same time, the accuracy drop
increase exponentially. The trade off between training/evaluation time is crucial for
the application. A reasonable pruning ratio need to be selected for better performance
and training time.

6.4.4

Pruning a Scaled SchNet

In this subsection, we first scale up the baseline SchNet model by a fixed factor c and
prune on the scaled model. The scaling is done by multiplying all layer size by factor c
for all layers in the network. The factor we pick are 1.2, 1.5, and 2. All scaled network
will be pruned to reach the same model size of the baseline 1.0x SchNet model. Note
that the difference between pruned scaled network and the baseline network is that
the distribution of the layer-wise hyperparameters are different.
The result shows that with our proposed pruning method, the pruned scaled model
with same model size achieves better MAE comparing to the baseline model on all
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Figure 6.5: Convolution Kernel Pruning for SchNet

scaling factors. On scaling factor 2, the pruned scaled model beats the baseline by
0.001 eV, which means that the pruned structure from 2x SchNet is more efficient
compared to the human designed baseline SchNet model.
The weight ratio comparing between baseline model and pruned 2x scaled model
is as follow:
Layer

AW1-1

AW1-2

AW1-3

AW2-1

Weight Ratio

157%

137%

145%

149%

AW2-2

AW2-3

AW3-1

AW3-2

AW3-3

88%

56%

33%

12%

4%

kernel1-1

kernel 1-2

133%

86%

kernel 2-1 kernel 2-2
23%

24%

The number of weight for first several layer of the pruned 2x scaled model is larger
than the baseline model, while the last several layer, the number of weight is much
smaller, meaning that first several layers extract more information and thus requires
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higher capacity comparing to the last several layers.

6.4.5

Ablation Study

In this subsection, we will show that the pruning with attention factor as architecture
parameter outperforms the vanilla AutoPrune especially on the kernel pruning. For
the dense part, the proposed method has almost the same pruning ratio compared
with AutoPrune, however, for the convolution kernel pruning, our method is more
stable and can achieve a higher pruning ratio under the same MAE. The figure is
illustrated as follow: Form the figure, for the same MAE, our proposed method is

Figure 6.6: Convolution Kernel Pruning for SchNet

more stable on the kernel pruning. Even though the dense part is almost the same,
the overall pruning ratio is higher compared with vanilla AutoPrune under the same
accuracy loss.
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6.4.6

Interpretability

Another advantage of our proposed pruning method is that the attention factor can
reflect the importance of the neighbor, which provides the interpretability of the
model. Unlike other applications, interpretability in molecule prediction is important
and might provide insights for the community. We first show the importance of
different atoms and atom pairs in the following figures:

(a) Importance Score for Different(b) Importance Score for Different
Atoms
Bonds

The left figure shows the importance score for different atoms. Where scores are
normalized to 1 and the highest score for carbon is used as a reference. Note that in
general, C and N are more important than the O and F(hydrogen is excluded). The
right figure shows the importance of different bonds for the atom pairs during the
aggregation/convolution process. The C-C bond has the highest average score and
is used as a reference. C-O bonds and C-N bonds are more important than the N-N
bonds and C-F bonds.
We than show the importance score for different bond type and bond order in the
following figures:
The first figure shows the different scores for different bond types. The observation
is that not aromatic, not conjugate, and not in a ring have higher scores comparing
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Figure 6.7: Importance Score for Different Bond Types

Figure 6.8: Importance Score for Different Bond Order

with aromatic, conjugate, and ring, indicating that an atom not in a ring, not conjugate, not aromatic plays a more important role in the energy prediction. The second
figure shows the importance score for different bond order. Single bonds and double
bonds are more important. 1.5 bond always appears in rings and has a lower importance score, which is consistent with the lower importance score for the ring bond
type. The triple bond, however, has the lowest score in most cases.
Note that the attention score we show in this subsection is the average score for
all the molecule in the test set, the importance only reflect the average influence.
A lower attention score is also important for a small portion of the molecules. For
example, the triple order has the attention score 0.2, but for a certain molecule, the
score can be as high as 0.8. The distribution of the triple bond is a heavy-tailed
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distribution and is important for certain molecules.

6.5

Conclusion

In this work, there are four contributions. First, we introduce neural network pruning
to the molecule property prediction network and comparing the effectiveness of different pruning strategies. Second, we propose an attention based pruning combined with
AutoPrune. Third, we do comprehensive experiments and an ablation study showing
the effectiveness of our method. Last, our pruning method provides interpretability
which is important to the materials community.
Several future works can be made. For example, better pruning strategies can
be applied for a more efficient and sparse structure, a various dataset with more
heavy atoms could be tested evaluated and the atom-pair importance will have more
interesting results.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this dessertation, we propose different methods to speed up the training and evaluation of the neural networks, as well as the accuracy gain in some applications.
For the parallization, We propose a model parallelization method for the generative
adversarial network, which is trained faster and more robust to the mode collapse.
For the human designed model, we propose a light weight attention for the chemical
reaction prediction. For the model compression, we propose an automatic pruning
which reduce the model complexity automatically with less hyperparameter to tune.
Moreover, we propose a variation of AutoPrune for the molecular property prediction network with carefully designed attention factor, to improve the accuracy and
speedup the training and evaluation procedure. Finally, we propose a knowledge
distillation for neural architecture search, with knowledge from logits and from intermediate results.
From the speed up techniques, we can conclude: 1. Parallization is a very powerful
tool to accelerate the training procedure, in both model parallization and data par105

allelization. 2. Automatic architecture search, including automatic network pruning,
gradually replace the human designed network structure. 3.For different applications, specific design based on domain knowledge with automatic search can boost
the performance.
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